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ABSTRACT
Intermittency from renewable generation, such as wind and solar, proposes
new challenges to grid operation. Solar arrays, in particular, impose large
power ramps onto the grid, as arrays become shaded and unshaded. The fre-
quency and duration of these transients stress conventional grid operations.
Maximum point power tracking (MPPT) exacerbates variability by directly
following the sun output. As such, large and expensive energy storage sys-
tems are typically proposed to offset the power transients expected in MPPT
arrays.
In this thesis, a control strategy is proposed to mitigate variability in solar
arrays. We show that arrays which can reliably operate at setpoints away
from their maximum power point (MPP) will reduce the need for large and
expensive storage components. However, moving off MPPT introduces sev-
eral challenges into the setpoint tracker. The converter must approximately
know where the MPP is, in order to operate reliably with a controllable head-
room. Additionally, the MPP checking process cannot impose its own power
transient onto the grid. A fast limited power point tracking (LPPT) algo-
rithm is proposed which builds on existing ripple correlation control (RCC)
algorithms. The LPPT shows 1-5 ms response to irradiance transients and
setpoint updates. Yearlong hybrid PV-ESS simulations demonstrate the
added utility of LPPT over MPPT arrays in mitigating transients in arrays.
The LPPT RCC algorithm is implemented in a boost converter and tested
with a 185 W commercial panel. Tests are performed indoors with a PV
emulator, as well as outdoors under real world conditions. In both scenarios
the converter can track a desired setpoint throughout sunlight hours. A total
of 128 hours of indoors tests were performed and subjected the converter
to a wide range of irradiance profiles. Additionally, around 60 hours of
outdoor data were collected in order to verify the PV emulator and simulation
results.
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As energy demands grow and solar installations outpace new fossil-fuel gen-
eration, solar energy will exert a larger impact on day-to-day grid operations.
Low marginal costs, a free fuel source, environmental concerns, and decreas-
ing silicon prices create an attractive generation method for large sections of
the country. However, like several renewable energy sources, variability con-
cerns could place a ceiling on grid-connected solar capacity—unless proper
mitigation strategies are employed.
Solar variability and its associated problems occur on different time scales.
On the longest, extending from hours to days, weather patterns reduce out-
put and create generation balancing issues. Predictable diurnal character-
istics cause solar to produce the bulk of its power at midday with little
production in the morning and none at night. Multiple sequential overcast
days can reduce solar baseload output, and require additional resources to
be brought online in order to balance generation and demand. Hour- to day-
ahead scheduling and balancing constraints in renewable generation (RG)
will share overlap with conventional grid operation.
For this thesis we will focus on faster variability which may overly stress
grid operation. Rapid time scale events, on the order of seconds to min-
utes, create challenges for grid support and stability. On partially cloudy
days, arrays may cycle between near maximum power and a heavily reduced
output. To date, in most regions, limited photovoltaic (PV) capacity has
allowed utilities to absorb transients by means of existing control strategies,
such as spinning reserves. However, with increasing capacity, these methods
may not suffice and large transients could create local and regional stability
concerns [1]. Increased solar capacity also displaces conventional generation.
Solar has no inertial energy, so grid sensitivity to large transients may also
increase [2]. The goal for this thesis is to shift subsecond, second, and minute
scale PV variability into longer time intervals.
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1.1 Mitigating Variability in Solar Arrays
The intermittency of the solar and wind generation limits the scalability of
the technologies. A variety of strategies have been proposed. Geographically
widespread solar arrays have been shown to “smooth” regional variability.
This helps mitigate variability concerns for wide-area balancing authorities,
but local problems, such as feeder voltage limits and equipment wear and
tear, still occur. A lack of high resolution solar data may also contribute
to overreliance on geographic smoothing. Practically, power transients from
one array will offset another only if both arrays simultaneously experience
transients. Averaged data, on the other hand, implies slower ramps than
what actually occurs. Instantaneous power fluctuations may not cancel out.
Demand-side management has also been proposed to control active and re-
active power of a load. Loading shedding has been employed during periods
of instability, in order to avoid brownout and blackout conditions. However,
these actions produce long-lasting effects and have a large influence on end
users. Load control acting on much shorter time frames could help offset fast
transients. Novel solutions, such as electric springs or “smart loads,” add
new ancillary capabilities to existing loads, such as frequency and voltage
control [3],[4]. Thermal management through HVAC control can be switched
on or off to offset solar power transients up to several minute timescales
[5]. For slower intermittency concerns, shifting and scheduling loads during
peak production hours can mitigate excess load during periods of under-
production. For example, many residential appliances such as dishwashers
and washing machines could be scheduled, depending on the availability of
renewable power [6].
Inverter reactive power support is gaining popularity as regulations require
inverters to perform voltage stabilizing behavior [7]. Variability in RG along
feeder networks can accelerate wear and tear on regulation devices and cause
line voltages outside regulatory limits [1]. In residential networks, reverse
power may occur when rooftop arrays generate more power than the home
consumes, leading to voltage rises. Reactive power injection and absorption
by PV inverters will help offset local voltage rises or drops along distribution
lines [8]. Distributed reactive power support also supplements the conven-
tional volt-var control performed in capacitor banks.
Solar forecasts seek to estimate future energy production. They take into
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consideration a variety of factors including sky images, satellite data, his-
torical data, and weather models to predict solar generation at various time
horizons. Larger time scales, on the order of hours to days, have achieved
good accuracy for predicted average energy production [9]. Faster time scales,
on the order of seconds to minutes, are hardest to estimate with model-based
or satellite imagery, due to inherent delays in capturing the information. Sky
screeners have shown promise in estimating incoming cloud coverage and ac-
tivating necessary mitigation strategies before arrays see a drop in power
[10]. Integrated forecasting remains a likely future endeavor to improve all
the strategies discussed.
Energy storage systems (ESS) are perhaps the most mature technologies
to address renewable intermittency. They can be located at the point of
generation or distributed along a feeder network to provide various energy-
management and ancillary services. ESS cover a wide range of technologies,
including batteries, compressed air, flywheels, hydroelectric power, thermal
salts, and ultracapacitors [11],[12]. Time scales vary depending on the appli-
cation. Slower services such as energy balancing and peak shaving operate
on time scales extending from hours to days. Mid-range services, such as
spinning reserves, address time horizons on the order of minutes to hours.
Even faster processes, such as frequency and voltage regulation and micro-
grid support, operate on seconds to minutes scales. Various technologies are
better suited to different time scales. Longer periods favor energy capacity
and efficiency, while shorter intervals favor instantaneous power production.
However, economic limitations, including upfront costs, lifetime reliability
and roundtrip efficiency, have deterred large deployments of ESS.
Battery systems, in particular, have been seen as attractive intermittency
solutions for solar applications [13],[14]. Installations can be located directly
alongside the array and scaled relatively easily to the array size. ESS con-
trol strategies have been proposed to mitigate variability in PV plants [15].
Target setpoints, such as a moving average of MPP data, can be computed
for the PV power and ESS power to track the slow-varying output. Power
requirements from an ESS were found to be 50-100% of the PV array’s max-
imum power output, based on an application to limit variability ramp rate
in [16]. Like other ESS, high costs limit the economic feasibility of batteries.
The lifetime break-even system cost of batteries is currently $160-200/MWh.
Compared to PV arrays, which produce energy at lifetime costs between $25-
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50/MWh, batteries remain an expensive solution to PV variability. The lim-
ited life of battery systems also means replacement must occur throughout
the multi-decade array life. Newer technologies, such as vanadium redox flow
batteries, have projected longer lifetimes but have yet to be tested at large
scales.
1.2 Limitations of Maximum Power Point Tracking
Common among most strategies for intermittency is a hands-off approach
regarding the PV plant. PV inverters employ maximum power point trackers
(MPPT) and are expected to follow the sun’s output. Power output from the
array is treated as a black box to which inverters, smart loads, and utilities
react. Decades of work have developed a variety of MPPT algorithms whose
optimized metrics are tracking efficiency and convergence speed [17].
When power output is tied directly to the sun, MPPT maximizes both
energy production and the variability imposed on the grid. If variability
does not include realized costs, maximizing energy production is common
sense. Historically, solar’s high startup cost and low capacity meant energy
production was paramount and variability negligible. However, the increase
of solar capacity raises the question whether MPPT remains the economical
choice when variability costs are considered.
For example, in Figure 1.1 solar output is displayed on a partially cloudy
day. The blue line represents the MPP data and the red line was generated
with a 50%-curtailed moving average of the MPP data. MPP gives high en-
ergy production and high variability. The curtailed moving average gives low
energy production and low variability. Although the red line shows heavily
exaggerated curtailment, it illustrates the wide spectrum of tradeoffs between
energy production and variability based purely on array control. As more
gird-connected installations come online, economics based solely on energy
production arrays may become outdated.
In practice, off-MPP operation for solar arrays has been limited to cur-
tailment during periods of excess generation, congestion, or overvoltage sce-
narios [18],[19],[20]. During curtailment, power converters move away from
the MPP through duty-ratio stepping or by disconnecting parts of the ar-
ray from its grid interconnection. Currently, overhead (i.e., the difference
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Figure 1.1: MPPT and a 50% curtailed moving average on a partially
cloudy day
between maximum and current power) is typically lost or underutilized. Al-
gorithms for smarter off-MPPT, commonly referred to as limited maximum
power tracking (LPPT), have utilized overhead to provide active reserves
and frequency regulation capability [21],[22],[23]. However, LPP operation
lacks many of the key IV curve features exploited by most MPPT, such as
the unimodal power peak, derivative sign changes, and phase information.
Without knowledge of the MPP, the converter operates in a gray area. Mit-
igation strategies that utilize available overhead are limited if the estimates
are inaccurate. Model-based update strategies were explored in [22],[24] to
estimate the MPP while in LPPT.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an LPPT algorithm is in-
troduced to mitigate variability in solar arrays with an ESS. The algorithm
reduces the setpoint during periods of high variability to alleviate the need
for a large storage system. Year-long array simulations with storage are
performed using half-second irradiance data derived from real-world mea-
surements. Results are compared with a conventional MPPT array equipped
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with an ESS and following a moving-average setpoint.
Chapter 3 introduces the MPPT algorithm known as ripple correlation
control. Our control strategy needs to be able to check the MPP as fast as
possible and then revert to its reduced setpoint. RCC is one of the fastest
MPPT, but practical implementations are still too slow for our needs. A
reason for this is PV parasitics have historically limited the maximum prac-
tical convergence speed. We introduce a compensation strategy to overcome
parasitic effects and achieve a <10 ms convergence rate. Chapter 2 also in-
troduces our LPPT algorithm which builds upon the RCC implementation.
The simplicity of the algorithm allows seamless switching between MPPT
and LPPT.
In Chapter 4 the results from our PV lab emulator are discussed. The lab
emulator allows any irradiance profile to be reproduced onto a physical panel
and can interface with a power converter. The converter from Chapter 3 is
used alongside the emulator to validate assumptions made in our Chapter 2
year-long simulations. Namely, we needed to show a LPPT is possible which
can (1) follow a reliable setpoint throughout the day and (2) respond fast
enough to irradiance changes, such that the MPPT does not impose its own
ramp components (change). Day-long results are achieved from the emulator
by feeding in our real-world data to produce desired irradiance profiles.
Chapter 5 presents converter performance outdoors under field conditions.
The MPPT and LPPT algorithms are both verified over a range of weather
conditions including clear, partially cloudy, and overcast time periods. The
field tests verify our PV emulator can accurately characterize the high fre-
quency parasitics, inherent to PV panels. Full-day and multi-hour results
are collected. A comparison of results is made between the lab emulator and
field results.
Finally, in Chapter 6 future work and conclusions are discussed. The ap-
plicability of a reliable setpoint opens many avenues for solar arrays. When
variability costs are non-zero, the added degree of freedom expands optimiza-
tion ability and can be implemented in previous solar work.
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CHAPTER 2
LPPT FOR RAMP-RATE CONTROL
At the lowest resolution, PV panels, and arrays, are composed of individual
series-connected cells, which share a single string current. Each cell exhibits
a current-voltage characteristic, known as an IV curve, which has the shape
shown in Figure 2.1. IV curves are monotonically decreasing where any
increase in voltage is accompanied by a decrease in current, and vice versa.
IV curves have a single maximum power point which corresponds to a current-
voltage pair which produces the maximum power out of the forward-biased
cell, at a given irradiance level.
Figure 2.1: IV curve for PV panel
The power output of all PV modules, cells, and arrays is proportional to the
amount of irradiance coincident to their silicon surface. A variety of factors
including sun position, shading, degradation, soiling, cell damage, and im-
proper layout will affect the cell irradiance at any given moment. Mismatch
conditions arise when series-connected cells receive unequal illumination. In
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severe instances, string current from fully illuminated cells may push mis-
matched cells into their reverse-bias region where the cell begins to consume,
rather than produce, power. A single reverse-biased cell can consume an or-
der of magnitude more power than a single forward-biased cell can produce
[25].
Commercial panels are subdivided into series-connected groups referred
to as submodules, where each submodule is composed of a similar number
of cells. Panels employ bypass diodes across submodules to prevent large
reverse-bias voltages, as shown in Figure 2.2. The diodes begin to conduct
when the submodule exhibits a negative voltage and provides an alternative
current path. The diode’s forward-voltage drop is much smaller than the
panel’s reverse-bias voltage and power dissipation is a fraction of the current-
carrying reversed bias submodule, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. However, when
a bypass diode conducts, all potential power of the submodule is lost.
Figure 2.2: Panel layout and nomenclature
Shading is the most common source of mismatch in solar arrays. As parts
of the array move from an unshaded to a shaded state, or vice versa, the
power output of the array can fluctuate significantly. In grid-connected ar-
rays, this power ramp is imposed and absorbed onto the grid. A variety
of external sources can induce power fluctuations and ramps. Smaller ar-
rays are susceptible to shade from objects approaching point sources, such
as passing flocks of birds and airplanes. In urban environments, reflections
off neighboring structures and passing vehicles may momentarily strike the
array and cause a short power spike. These sources may be less significant
on larger arrays since shade or reflection area affects a small portion of the
array. Site locations for larger arrays usually avoid environmental obstacles,
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such as trees and buildings, to avoid shadows being cast onto the array.
Cloud shading is universal to all solar arrays. When a cloud passes over
an array, the shadow is typically large enough to cover a majority, if not all,
of the array. The array’s power output begins to drop as soon as the cloud
front reaches the first group of panels, illustrated in Figure 2.3 with red. The
power fluctuation continues until the array is entirely covered and returns to




Figure 2.3: Shadow cast on an array as a cloud moves overhead
Larger arrays mainly employ string and central inverters. Each inverter’s
MPPT may respond on the order of seconds to tens of seconds [17]. Algo-
rithms, such as perturb and observe (P/O), check a new steady-state oper-
ating point and compare it with a previous operating point. If the new op-
erating point has a higher power than the old operating point, the converter
checks an additional operating point in the same direction. Alternatively, if
the power is less, the converter reverses and moves to an operating point in
the opposite direction. Time steps between operating points must be long
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enough to allow any oscillations to settle before the power measurement is
made. The process is repeated until the array reaches a semi-stable point that
iterates between three points around the MPP, as shown in Figure 2.4. The
stable point changes with each new MPP and the array is always iterating
between different points.
Figure 2.4: Steady-state in perturb and observe oscillates between three
points
The MPPT will add its own component into an array’s power transients if
the update algorithm lags the solar transient. Consider the shading scenario
in Figure 2.3 on a 100-panel array and assume panels have only two states: an
unshaded state and a shaded state. Initially the entire array is unshaded and
producing power at PMPP1, as displayed in Figure 2.5. As a cloud passes over
the first group of the panels, the power output of the unshaded panels will
be greater than that of the shaded panels. An ideal MPPT would operate at
high current (PMPP2) and cause the shaded panels to bypass. Voltage output
of the array will drop as bypass diodes conduct and series panel voltage is
lost.
The shaded array has two settling points, which a P/O algorithm could
reach. The high current point maximizes power out of the unshaded panels
and the low current point maximizes the number of power producing pan-
els. Throughout the cloud transient, the true MPP will shift from the high
current operating point to the low current operating point. Once the array
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Figure 2.5: Power output of an array as it becomes fully shaded
is completely shaded, the high current point will disappear, leaving only the
single peak on the now uniformly shaded array. For the MPPT to not add
any component to the power ramp, it would need to switch from the high- to
low-current operating point as soon as power favored the shaded panels, as
shown in Figure 2.6a. The voltage shift is nontrivial at the transition point
and would require several iterations for a perturb and observe algorithm to
follow.
The various paths the MPPT may take are illustrated in Figure 2.6b. The
black squares denote the optimal path by initially following the high current
path before switching to the low current path, at heavier shading. If the
MPPT gets stuck on the high current path, it will underperform when the
array is heavily shaded. Similarly, if the MPPT follows the low current path
it will initially underperform when the array is partly shaded. Both the high
current and low current paths offer a local settling point which can trick an
MPPT. Both paths add a significant component to the array’s power ramp.
The foregoing discussion demonstrates that bandwidth constraints prevent
common MPPT algorithms from performing at pace with the movement
of the cloud across the array. Clouds moving at tens of feet/second will
outpace the MPPT, such that the stepping process may be outdated or in the
wrong direction by the time the next update is processed. For the simplest
algorithms, a step in the wrong direction requires two steps to correct and
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(a) PMPP and VMPP through shading transient
(b) Local and global power peaks during transient
Figure 2.6: Power output of array during shading transient
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causes a greater time disconnect between algorithm and shading. The power
ramp imposed onto the grid will be at best the ideal MPP through the
transient, but, more typically, a combination of shading and MPPT lag.
2.1 Variability Mitigation with Energy Storage System
Variability concerns arise as solar capacity increases and solar energy con-
tributes a larger percentage of total energy. New arrays replace traditional
spinning generation which have historically had much lower daily variabil-
ity. The loss of spinning generation reduces the amount of spinning inertia
and may make the grid less robust to sudden changes. Added PV also intro-
duces generation scheduling challenges, due to array output being completely
weather dependent.
ESS control strategies have been proposed to mitigate variability in PV
plants [15]. Instead of PMPP being injected directly into the grid, target
setpoints (Pset) are computed for the PV power (PMPP ) and ESS power
(PESS) to track as a slow-varying output. The resulting injected grid power
(Pg) is given by
Pg = PMPP + PESS = Pset (2.1)
and contains a fraction of the PMPP variability. The setpoint is reachable
provided the ESS is large enough to absorb all variability. As illustrated in
Figure 2.7, on partially cloudy days, MPP arrays can make large rapid power
swings, often exceeding 50% of their maximum power (Pmax). Attempts to
alleviate these transients rely heavily on an ESS. Ramp-rate control sets lin-
ear slope constraints on Pg and uses an ESS to absorb or buffer power, when
slopes are exceeded [16]. Moving-average (MA) control tracks the irradi-
ance’s low frequency setpoint and utilizes an ESS when PMPP is above or
below the setpoint. Round-trip losses in any ESS mean the injected energy
(Eg) will always be less than MPP energy (EMPP ).
In these control techniques, the ESS is expected to handle the bulk of vari-
ability, while the PV plant operates at MPP. This approach maximizes ESS
losses, since it maximizes energy passing through the ESS. LPPT inverter
control can be shown to be a viable way to offset some of the variability and
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Figure 2.7: High variability time periods impose large power swings on the
grid
reduce ESS sizing, costs, and losses.
In this chapter, we investigate an alternative PV control strategy, for ramp-
rate control, which tracks the low frequency daily irradiance profile, similar
to the MA algorithm. However, here it is assumed we have control over
the inverter operating point, as well as any additional ESS. With inverter
control, the setpoint can be updated throughout the day depending on vari-
ability conditions. When variability is high, a decreased setpoint, lower than
the moving-average, reduces reliance on the ESS. On the other hand, when
variability is low, the inverter tracks the irradiance profile without needing
as much of an ESS buffer. The proposed algorithm is shown to reduce siz-
ing and power delivery constraints on a battery, which must produce only
enough power to reach the setpoint. Yearlong PV array simulations are per-
formed using measured half-second resolution solar data for the proposed
and traditional MPP-bound algorithms.
2.2 Simulation Irradiance Data
Simulation data for this work is 100 Hz field measured data using a refer-
ence cell. Data was collected over one year in Urbana, Illinois [26]. Here,
data is downsampled to half-second intervals to reduce simulation times.
Point source irradiance measurements have been shown to display higher
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ramp-rates than arrays covering larger geographic areas, whose aggregation
displays “smoothing” effects [27]. To better approximate PV array power
output, the data is further smoothed with a first order low-pass filter which
has a 0.25 Hz cutoff frequency [28].
(a) Plant outputs
(b) Plant aggregate over various averaging
intervals
Figure 2.8: Individual and aggregated plant output on various averaging
intervals
High resolution solar data is vital to accurately capture a PV plant’s tran-
sient behavior. Measured solar data is synonymous with virtually all solar
array designs and impact studies. Data is used to measure ramp rates, size
energy storage systems (ESS), investigate wear and tear on grid equipment
and determine reserve quantities, in addition to other applications. Under-
sampled and slow data will run the risk of poor design decisions as transients
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are underestimated.
Clouds can move at tens of feet per second and quickly cast shadows which
cover large array sections. Solar datasets are often composed of averaged
solar data, with time intervals ranging from seconds to several minutes. Av-
eraging reduces dataset storage size, smooths out measurement noise, and
may be inherent to the measurement device. However, as averaging intervals
increase, the ramp rates in the data become disconnected from the actual
plant instantaneous output.
Consider the two example plants shown in Figure 2.8a, which shows the
output of two fictional plants over a 180 second time interval. Both plants
experience, respectively, a 30 second power ramp between 60 and 120 seconds,





where P is plant power and t is time. The red plant’s power is decreasing as
the array is shaded. The blue plant’s power output is increasing as the array
moves from a shaded to unshaded state. From the raw data, two unique
ramps will be imposed onto the grid.
The plant outputs are individually averaged and aggregated in Figure 2.8b,
over averaging intervals ranging from 1 to 60 seconds. The one second av-
eraged data is the original data. The 10-second data captures most of the
transient but clips off the bottom of the down-transient. The 30- and 60-
second averaging show a more drastic departure from the raw data. Rather
than capturing the actual 23% down-ramp followed by a 33% up-ramp, the
30-second averaged data sees a 9% down-ramp followed by a 19% up-ramp.
The 60-second averaged data displays a 7% down-ramp followed by a 17%
up-ramp. Both averaging intervals hide the down- and up-ramps, implying
almost 50% slower rates.
In addition to hiding ramp magnitudes, the tendency to linearly interpolate
the gap between successive data points stretches the ramps events over longer
time intervals. Thus, averaging introduces a two-fold effect: ∆P seems to
decrease and ∆t seems to increase. The overall ramp seems to reduce by two
components instead of one.
As averaging intervals increase, data moves from a power domain to an
energy domain. Wide area, time synchronized, solar datasets typically have
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time steps greater than 10 seconds. Datasets have been used for a variety of
ramp and reserve studies. One example is geographic diversity, which is the
belief that widespread solar adoption will lead to a regional averaging effect
where plant transients offset one another. On energy domains geographic di-
versity will smooth regional output, but results are less clear if power ramps
see the same mitigation effects. Wide-area high resolution datasets are im-
portant to the study of PV impact as capacity continues to increase.
2.3 LPPT Algorithm
The LPPT algorithm follows the low-pass filtered component (PMPP ) of the
real-time MPP, with an adaptive curtailment factor C. The tracked setpoint
Pset is calculated as
PMPP = LowPass (PMPP ) (2.3)
Pset = C × PMPP (2.4)
where C is updated throughout the day. Nominal curtailment has been
shown to provide operating reserves, which can absorb a portion of fast power
transients [29]. The curtailment factor also allows the setpoint to be tuned
for a desired variability reduction or energy harvest.
Conventional MA setpoints are always either charging or discharging their
ESS, depending on whether the PMPP value is above or below the setpoint.
The PV plant is assumed to be operating at PMPP . The inherent filter delay
means batteries are used even on clear days, charging in the morning and
discharging in the afternoon.
The intuition behind operating at a LPP, rather than MPP, is that on
highly variable days large power swings are costlier to the grid than the
benefits of maximizing energy production. During periods of high variability,
the LPP tracks the interval’s average output, rather than following fast MPP
swings. The slower moving setpoint reduces the need for a large ESS to
support the bulk of the PV plant output power. On clear days, the low-pass
filter will track the sun’s normal movement and energy harvest will not be
affected. A third order Butterworth filter, with a 0.83 mHz cutoff frequency
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(corresponding to a 20 minute interval), is used for this work.
A constant C would underperform during some parts of a day, as shown in
Figure 2.9a. Here the blue line shows PMPP and the other lines correspond
to different Pset profiles, at constant C values. A C value of 1 shows the
same profile as a conventional MA algorithm. When PMPP drops below Pset,
an ESS is employed to make up the difference, which is illustrated in Figure
2.9b. C values close to one maximize energy production from the array, but
require larger ESS ratings, in terms of both maximum power production and
energy, to mitigate variability. Conversely, lower C values reduce reliance
on an ESS, but at the expense of energy harvest. Figure 2.9b only shows
power requirements when the ESS is discharging. However, if the array is
assumed to operate at MPP, the ESS would have to buffer power when MPP
is above and below the setpoint. An optimal strategy should operate close to
PMPP during periods of low variability and decrease during periods of high
variability.
Different methods can be used to update curtailment factors throughout
the day. With good short-term forecasting, the C value can be set such that
the PPV and PESS will meet Pset, for a given ESS size. However, even without
ideal forecasting, causal strategies will still shift most variability into slower
time intervals. The LPP algorithm uses the following metrics to update C
values throughout the day:
PDiff = PMPP − PMPP (2.5)
PDIFF = LowPass (PDIFF ) (2.6)
C = 0 ≤ CMax + k × PDIFF ≤ 1 (2.7)
The PDIFF variable keeps track of the difference between PMPP and its low-
passed component (PMPP ). When variability is low, (PMPP ) will track PMPP
and PDIFF will be approximately zero. Conversely, when variability is high,
PMPP will fluctuate above and below (PMPP ). Positive PDIFF values indi-
cate time intervals where Pset is reachable using only inverter controls, while
negative values require curtailment or ESS buffering. As such, we only track
negative values to set C.
To avoid PDIFF changing with the same time resolution as the MPPT, and
injecting controller variability, PDIFF is low-pass filtered as per (2.6). This
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(a) PMPP and Pset at fixed C
(b) PESS required to reach setpoint
Figure 2.9: ESS requirements on day with high variability
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Figure 2.10: Negative portion of PDIFF and PDIFF on a partially variable
day
strategy imposes a pseudo-memory on the system where setpoints remain
reduced during cloudy periods to anticipate the next passing cloud, as shown
in Figure 2.10. The gain term Cmax sets a maximum limit on C, and kp tunes
the desired sensitivity to PDIFF . Both terms can be set based on the size of
the ESS, the desired degree of variability, or the desired energy harvest.
Figure 2.11: LPPT with different kp gain values on cloudy day. Grey lines
correspond to PMPP and Cmax = 1.
Figure 2.11 shows LPP profiles for three different kp gain values with Cmax
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set to one. High gain values track near the bottom of the MPP envelope,
reducing variability with inverter control and curtailment. Lower gain values
track closer to (PMPP ) and place more reliance on an ESS to offset variability.
The reachability of the setpoint in all three cases depends on the sizing of
the ESS.
2.3.1 Battery Models
Although different ESS technologies exist, batteries are most common and
will be used here for analysis. A linear battery model given by
0 ≤ PCh ≤ PBat,max (2.8)
0 ≤ PDis ≤ PBat,max (2.9)
EBat (t) = EBat (t− 1) + PCh∆t (2.10)
EBat (t) = EBat (t− 1) + ηPDis∆t (2.11)
0 ≤ EBat (t) ≤ Ebat,max (2.12)
is used to simulate the ESS, where η is the roundtrip battery efficiency. A
85% round-trip storage efficiency for lithium batteries is assumed. The total
energy capacity of the ESS is designated as EBat,max, while the current energy
stored in the battery is EBat(t).
For simplicity, the maximum charging and discharging power are set equal
to each other and power delivery is related to energy capacity using fixed
power/energy (P/E) ratios. To generalize the results to PV arrays of differing
sizes, the battery energy capacity will be normalized (EBat,n) to the array’s





where h is an hour. For example, a battery size of “1” for a 100 kW array
would be 100 kWh.
The cycle life of a Li-ion battery vs. depth of discharge (DOD) is displayed
in Figure 2.12. Results were reconstructed from plots given in [30]. Battery
life is assumed to be the summation of its individual DOD cycles. A rainflow
counting algorithm [31] is employed to deconstruct the battery’s daily state-
of-charge into discrete cycle counts.
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Figure 2.12: Li-ion battery cycle count vs. depth of discharge
The LPPT array is assumed to be able to produce any defined power
output up to its MPP. When the MPP is above the setpoint and the batteries
are fully charged, the array reaches Pset using inverter control. If the battery
is partially depleted, the array operates above the setpoint and excess energy
is used to charge the battery. If the MPP is below the setpoint, the battery
outputs the difference, up to the battery’s power limit. The setpoint will be
missed in cases where battery demand is greater than the battery limit, in
which case the battery operates at its power limit. The net power sent to
the grid (Pg) is defined as
Pg = PPV + PESS ≤ Pset (2.14)
where PESS is positive if discharging and negative if charging. For cases
without storage Pg =PPV . The generated energy over a full day will never





Alternative charging strategies, such as charging batteries at night, are




Figure 2.13: Operation of setpoint algorithm and MA algorithm on a
partially cloudy day. PBat,max = 25% Pmax.
Annual simulations are performed using data from [26] for the proposed
LPP and conventional MA algorithms. Figure 2.13 shows the output of ar-
rays during a single day, under both algorithms. A EBat,n of 0.5 with a P/E
ratio is 0.5 is assumed for both scenarios. When both algorithms reach their
respective targets, they achieve smooth energy profiles. However, “misses”
are easily distinguishable by divergence from these smooth curves. The MA
misses more often than the LPP algorithm, at the given battery size. During
the 11 daylight hours on this test day, the MA has 49 one-minute intervals
where Pg,n changes by 10% or more. Comparably, the LPP algorithm has
just 7 such one-minute intervals. Additionally, “misses” in the setpoint algo-
rithm can be further reduced with the inclusion of forecasting. Pre-emptive
curtailment, such as around 11 am, would begin decreasing C to anticipate
incoming cloud cover. On the other hand, moving-average algorithms, where
the PV plant operates at MPP, are not linked to forecasting.
Compared to EMPP , the MA achieves 98% energy harvest and the LPP
achieves 90%. The LPPT benefit is reduced variability, at the given bat-
tery size. A smaller kp would increase energy harvest, but introduce more
variability into the grid. A larger battery would smooth both curves, but at
increased system costs. The economic benefit of low variability would dic-
tate the optimal ESS sizing. The LPP algorithm provides another degree of
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freedom to this optimization.
The advantage of operating at LPP is reduced variability in the array
output. For this work we will focus on ramp rate (RR) limits to analyze the
array’s variability. Ramp rate measures the rate of change in the PV array’s




where ∆P is the power difference between two points separated by ∆t time.
Utilities have proposed requiring PV arrays to keep their RR under a certain
tolerance (RRlimit) and typical values of 10% Pmax/min have been proposed
in the literature [32]. Jitter in high resolution data can create large RRs on
very small time scales, so the simulation results are post-processed with a
swinging door ramp detection scheme, with a 1% error margin, to extract
practical ramps [33].
For variability analysis, we impose ramp-rates limits on the PV-ESS output
to determine when the plant changes too quickly. As illustrated in Figure
2.14, when the PV plant begins to ramp up/down, a ramp of equal sign and
slope RRlimit, is projected at the start of the transient (Figure 2.14a). On
an up-ramp, if the plant stays below the projected limit no violation incurs.
Similarly, on the down ramp the plant must stay above the projected line.
When the plant exceeds the ramp-rate, the energy difference between the
plant and projected ramp is calculated as
V arEN(t2, t1) =
∣∣∣∣(Pramp,t2 + Pramp,t1)− (Pg,t2 + Pg,t1)2 (t2 − t1)
∣∣∣∣ (2.17)
where Pramp is the endpoints of the projected line at time t2 and t1. Fig-
ure 2.14b shows an example RR violation. The proposed variability metric
provides a metric which takes into account both time and duration of the
ramp-rate violation. Previous ramp-rate studies have counted ramp-rate vi-
olations, such as RR over 10%/min, but this method does not differentiate
types of violations. Presumably, minimizing V arEN would show a ramp-rate
control which mitigates both the initial ramp event and the duration of the
ramp event.
The MPP, without any ESS, yields the highest annual variability and is
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(a) No RR violations
(b) Down-ramp violation
Figure 2.14: Ramp-rate violation occurs when Pg changes faster than
projected ramp-limit
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used to normalize the simulation results. Annual variability is shown in
Figure 2.15a for different battery sizes. A 0.5 P/E is assumed. Annual
energy production is displayed in 2.15b. When battery size is small, LPPT
arrays can favor either energy production or variability. At an EBat,n of 0.1,
a 7% decrease in annual energy production provides a 32% in variability,
compared to the MPPT results. The MA array is fully dependent on the
size and power of its ESS. Energy production favors EMPP , but variability
remains high until larger batteries are employed. On the other hand, LPPT
is dependent on battery size and gain values in (2.7). As such, a much larger
set of possible optimization points (i.e., array configurations) is achievable
with LPPT.
Battery health (BatH) is displayed in Figure 2.16, over the range of battery
sizes. A 100% battery corresponds to a new battery. The LPPT shows lower
health degradation, relative to the MA, indicating a decreased reliance on
ESS buffering. MA filtering causes the setpoint to lag the MPP, so the
battery is utilized even on relatively clear days. Battery health determines
the lifetime of the battery and when it will need to be replaced. The 1-2%
annual difference between LPPT and MA, over a 10 year period, could mean
LPP offers a 1-2 year longer ESS life. With such high system costs, delaying
battery replacement by a year or two has significant economic impact on
the array. Degradation effects also decrease as battery size increases, due
to the ESS processing a smaller fraction of their relative maximum energy.
However, this tradeoff is minimal with the higher costs of larger batteries.
The simulation results (Figures 2.15-2.16) demonstrate a range of tradeoffs
between energy production, variability, and battery sizing and costs. For
the MA algorithm, the ESS size is the dependent variable which determines
these tradeoffs. The LPPT algorithm, on the other hand, allows for a greater
optimization space. A cost function, given as
J(w1, w2) = max
(





is used to compare the MA and LPPT algorithms. Two weights (w1,w2) set
cost sensitivities to variability and battery costs, respectively. Variability is
taken as the normalized V arEN . Battery cost is assumed to be dependent on
the battery size and its annual health. The difference between J(w1, w2)LPPT
and J(w1, w2)MA is shown in Figure 2.17, over a range of w1 and w2 values.
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(a) Annual V arEN vs EBat,max
(b) Annual Eg,n vs EBat,max
Figure 2.15: Year-long simulation results for variability and plant energy
production. Battery P/E is 0.5.
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Figure 2.16: Battery health at end of year-long simulation
Figure 2.17: Cost function J(w1, w2)LPPT -J(w1, w2)MA
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Positive values indicate the LPPT is optimal at that particular (w1, w2), while
negative values indicate MA is optimal. The MA outperforms LPPT only
when variability costs are low, which matches our original expectations. Low
variability costs favor maximizing energy production and battery benefits
are minimal. The two functions equal each other when battery costs are
low and a larger ESS can be employed without significant economic impact.
Results in 2.15 converged at larger ESS sizes. The LPPT outperforms the
MA as battery and variability costs increase, especially when battery costs
are high. The high price of ESS means rarely will large ESS be the optimal
economic choice. As such, maximizing the utility of the smaller battery
systems balances mitigating variability costs with added system costs.
2.5 Integrated Forecasting
The setpoint algorithm is further improved with basic forecasting, such as
day-ahead or hour-ahead projections. On forecasted cloudy periods, the Cmax
parameter is set less than one to anticipate cloud cover. During clear periods,
the gain can be set to one to maximize energy harvest. Since Cmax is just
a gain, it can be updated in either an online or automated manner. The
curtailment level is tied to the expected variability and system parameters.
For example, an array with a small ESS may need to more drastically curtail
in the face of incoming clouds.
Figure 2.18: Hourly variability index on cloudy day
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Forecasting is simulated by finding the hourly irradiance variability index
for each day of the year [34]. The variability index compares measured irra-
diance values with the clear sky irradiance. Clear sky irradiance follows the
daily movement of the sun and does not have any short-term variability. An
index score of “1” corresponds to low variability. Values less than “1” indi-
cate overcast periods where variability and power production are low. Values
greater than “1” correspond to high variability periods where the array shifts
from shaded to unshaded states. Index values increase with variability.
The hourly variability index is shown in Figure 2.18, for the day from
Figure 2.7. In the morning, the day is relatively clear, other than several
short-term cloudy periods. Variability indices during this period are less
than five. As the day progresses, cloud cover moves in and a high variability
period begins around 11 am. Power output is significant during unshaded
periods and the variability index exceeds 20. Around 2 pm the sky becomes
overcast. Variability, as well as overall irradiance, drops off. The afternoon
is still marked by some moving clouds, but less severe than near 11 am.
The benefit of forecasting is reacting to variability before it reaches the
array. With hour-ahead forecasting, the array checks if the next period is
expected to be at a higher or lower variability than the current period. If more
variable, the array can shift to a lower setpoint to anticipate the change. If
less or equally variable, the array can shift to a high setpoint or maintain the
current setpoint. The degree to which the array anticipates variability will
depend on forecasting confidence. If the forecasting is near perfect, the array
will be able to traverse different time periods with very little error. However,
models and data streams are never perfect, especially as time scales reduce.
Nonetheless, an ESS and forecast complement one another. The ESS helps
forecasting by adding a buffer to absorb forecasting uncertainty. Forecasting
helps reduce ESS sizing by allowing greater utilization of a smaller ESS.
Without forecasting the ESS is reactive and must be large enough to absorb
an unexpected transient. If the array anticipates the transients, it can ramp
down in advance and reduce the need for a larger ESS.
The year-long simulations are repeated with hour-ahead forecasting and
results are shown in Figure 2.19. Variability indices are calculated hourly
for each day. A parametric sweep is used to generate points at different
ESS sizing, filtering constants, and curtailment levels. Curtailment is tied
to the variability score by a set of weights which have been included in the
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(a) Annual Eg,n vs EBat,max
(b) Annaul V arEN vs EBat,max
(c) Battery health at end of year-long
simulation
Figure 2.19: Year-long simulation results with hour-ahead forecasting
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(a) LPPT with hour-ahead forecasting
(b) LPPT without forecasting
Figure 2.20: Cost function comparison
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parametric sweep.
Results from Figure 2.19 are used to generate the profit heatmap in Figure
2.20a. The previous profit heatmap, without forecasting, is repeated in Fig-
ure 2.20b, for comparative purposes. The JMA results are the same between
the profit functions. In general, forecasting results follow the same pattern
as setpoint. When variability or storage costs are high, the setpoint tracking
algorithm outperforms the moving average MPPT algorithm. Pragmatically,
the use of forecasting never underperforms results without forecasting. Clear
improvements are displayed when w1 and w2 are greater than 0.5 correspond-
ing to higher variability and ESS costs.
The forecasting model used here is basic and indicates whether the next
time interval will be more or less variable than the current interval. These
models are primitive compared to current state-of-the-art forecasting models
which can predict array output within an error band [35]. However, clear
results are still achieved even with such simple models and better forecasting
models are expected to further improve results. It is left to future work to
explore and integrate better forecasting models into the setpoint tracking
algorithm.
2.6 Variability Due to Checking MPPT
The LPPT algorithm assumes the inverter always knows the MPP loca-
tion. Various methods can be used to estimate MPP. Sensors may be placed
throughout the array to measure instantaneous irradiance and broadcast val-
ues to inverters. A portion of the array can be operated at MPP and the
operating point is fed to the rest of the array [36]. MPP can be estimated
using datasheet values and IV curve models [22].
This work assumes the use of a fast MPPT-LPPT which can quickly switch
between the two operating modes. In order to check MPP the converter
switches into MPPT, checks the MPP, and then switches back to its reduced
setpoint. If the roundtrip time is fast enough, the power ramp will be over a
small enough time period that it will not add significant ripple to the array
output.
The converter will need to switch from LPPT to MPPT in the two separate
scenarios illustrated in Figure 2.21. In the first scenario the MPP drops below
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the LPP, as the array goes through a down-transient. The setpoint becomes
unreachable and switching to MPPT will help limit the ramp magnitude.
The switch needs to be instantaneous to avoid introducing an additional lag
into the power ramp. The check for LPPT to MPPT switch, in this scenario,
is trivial as converters already monitor their input current and voltage. As
soon as the converter realizes the setpoint is no longer reachable, it should
immediately switch to MPPT.
Figure 2.21: LPPT will periodically check MPP and also need to switch to
MPPT during a down-transient
In the event MPP drops, but does not reduce below the setpoint, the
converter does not need to immediately switch to MPPT. As shown Figure
2.22, if the module is operating at LPP1 and the MPP drops from MPP1 to
MPP2 the corresponding drop in ∆LPP will be a fraction of ∆MPP . The
converter only needs to recover to LPP2 should it experience a much smaller
power transient.
In second scenario the modules increase power output momentarily to
check MPPT. For the LPPT algorithm to work, the panels need to peri-
odically verify the available headroom and update the setpoint algorithm.
In the process of checking MPPT, individual panels or modules make power
ramps equal to difference between the LPP and MPP operating points. How-
ever, unlike the down-ramp scenario, which affects the entire array, individual
modules checking the MPPT will impose only a fractional ripple, in large ar-
rays. The ripple will be mitigated if the number of transitioning modules is
small compared to the total number of modules.
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Figure 2.22: LPP transients will be a fraction of MPP transients provided
setpoint is reachable






where ∆P is the power difference between the LPPT and the MPPT, NMPPT
is the number of modules performing an MPP check, and N is the total
number of modules at the and Pset the LPP setpoint. A module is defined
as the smallest group of panels which can independently perform LPPT and
MPPT. An array with central inverters will have modules composed of tens
or hundreds of panels. A string inverter will have a module with between
5 and 20 panels, and a microinverter will have a single panel per module.
Results are generalized to module count, but the inverter type, coupled with
module N, would designate the size of the array.
The timing diagram for periodic MPP checks is shown in Figure 2.23. Each
module is assumed to take the same amount of time (T∆) to complete a full
roundtrip check. The modules complete one check every Ts seconds. Recall
the modules will automatically switch into MPPT during a down-ramp, so
the check is for utility applications. The total number of independent checks
per Ts with no overlap is given by
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where larger counts will require modules to overlap scheduling, as shown in
Figure 2.24. However, higher module counts will increase the baseline array
power output and reduce the sensitivity to individual panel groups.
The maximum power ripple, as module count increases, is shown in Figure
2.25. The Ts interval is 10 seconds and results for three different T∆ are dis-
played. Ripple has been normalized to the number of the modules and their
nameplate power. The ripple is significant at low module count independent
of T∆, due to low baseline power output. As module count increases, ripple is
dampened by the higher baseline power output. For example, in a ten-panel
array each panel will contribute roughly 10%, while a 100-panel array will
only contribute 1% and so on.
The ripple crosses the 1% threshold at 20 modules for all three T∆. A 20
module array employing microinverters would correspond to a relatively small
(<10 kW) array. On the other hand, 20 modules on a central inverter, with
each module containing multiple panels, could correspond to a relatively large
array. At 100 modules, the ripple has fallen below 0.5%. A high N asymptote
appears as the time between module round trips shrinks and transitions begin
to overlap. Smaller T∆ pushes the asymptote to higher module counts and
achieves lower overall ripple.
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(a) N = 1
(b) N = 10
(c) N = 100
Figure 2.24: Example MPP checks for different module counts
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Figure 2.25: Maximum ripple for MPP check with strict scheduling
Strict scheduling between modules will achieve the lowest overall ripple.
On a central inverter array, scheduling would be handled by the inverter’s
controller. The inverter has access to all the modules and will be able to
decide a scheduling framework based on Ts and T∆. If overlap is unavoidable,
the controller can equally space each module timing, to minimize overall
ripple. No external communication is needed. Additionally, module count
will be relatively low which reduces computation overhead.
On a microinverter array, module count will quickly grow with array size.
Inverters may or may not have a fast communication network among their
hundreds of individual modules. A strict scheduling regime would require a
communication interface with each module and may add to overall infras-
tructure. Alternative methods would reduce communication overhead at the
cost of slightly higher ripple. For example, the modules could independently
and randomly choose a start point inside the Ts interval to perform their
check. If randomization is uniform, high module counts will disperse across
the interval.
In Figure 2.26, 100,000 iteration Monte Carlo simulations are performed
for arrays with different module counts. T∆ is 50 ms, Ts is 10 seconds, and
the ∆P is 30%. Maximum, mean, and minimum power ripple at each module
count are given. Compared to strict scheduling, power ripple has increased.
For 100 modules the ripple in the scheduled case was below 0.5%. Here a
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maximum of 3.5% and a mean value of 1.2% ripple are shown at the same
module count. The maximum ripple falls under 1% at 1000 modules.
Tradeoffs between allowable ripple and scheduling complexity would likely
be site specific and determined by variability costs and scheduling overhead
costs. Constraints on the distance between LPP and MPP (i.e. P∆) would
also play a role. Alternative update strategies are numerous in addition to
the two presented here. For example, an array could dedicate a portion of
its modules, interspersed throughout the array, strictly to MPPT and feed
the MPP data to the rest of the array.
Figure 2.26: Power ripple from randomly scheduled MPP checks. Results
are attained using 100,000 iteration Monte Carlo simulations.
Whatever update strategy is used, the ripple generated by LPPT will be a
fraction of the ripple due to moving cloud cover. LPPT ripple is independent
of weather conditions and under the array operator’s control.
The module granularity will affect both the number of modules checking
MPP, as well as the time required to perform the check. As shown in Figure
2.27, arrays with central inverters will have the lowest overall module counts
and the largest number of panels per module. As module power increases,
the time constant may also increase and MPPT will have to wait longer
periods to allow oscillations to settle. Larger settling times increase T∆ and
adversely affect ripple. Modules with smaller panel counts will be able to
perform faster MPP checks, as well as increase the total number of modules
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for arrays of similar size. Microinverters are typically more expensive than
central inverters in large arrays, but the added utility of fast LPPT may




Figure 2.27: Module granularity with different inverter types
2.7 Additional Applications for LPPT
The controllable PV headroom can be used for a multitude of different ap-
plications and ancillary grid services. This chapter showed headroom helps
plants to reach target setpoints in order to reduce variability and reliance
on energy storage systems. Reliable setpoints would also be advantageous
in generation load balancing. Currently, PV heavy networks need to main-
tain additional energy reserves, at increased cost, to cover unpredictable
energy fluctuations throughout the day [37]. PV plants maintaining a more
predictable output would alleviate some of this uncertainty and reduce grid
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operating costs. Penalties may also be imposed on future arrays for excessive
energy fluctuations, if utilities no longer bear the full burden of renewable
intermittency. An economic tradeoff would then arise between decreased
energy output from following a setpoint and avoiding penalties.
Multiple plants can act in concert and pool headroom towards a desired
goal. Regional aggregation has shown some energy smoothing effects, but
natural power ramp cancellation is still stochastic and infrequent. With head-
room and fast communication between plants, array operators can actively
cancel out, or partially mitigate, neighboring plant fluctuations. Aggregated
headroom in solar heavy regions would provide one of the fastest and least
expensive online energy sources for ancillary services.
With a controllable generation setpoint, PV plants may become active
participants in maintaining and regulating grid stability. Loss of inertia is a
concern in systems where traditional spinning generation is being phased out.
In a conventional system, generation faults may occur faster than generator
controls can respond. The instantaneously available kinetic energy in the
rotating mass helps maintain the system through the fault, until the slower
control loops begin to respond.
A fast PV and inverter response could provide a virtual inertia to be called
upon in the event of a generation fault. Arrays could either monitor grid
frequency and react to deviations outside allowable frequency ranges or be
controlled by a central monitor. During extreme events, such as a large
generator fault, the PV response would switch all active arrays into MPPT
and convert all available headroom into power. Less extreme events may
call for only a portion of the available headroom and contributing PV would






As solar opportunities emerge beyond simple power production, inverters of-
fering additional capabilities will provide added value. For example, arrays
with fast response may provide operating reserves, in which the array oper-
ates at a reduced setpoint until additional power is required. A panel with
millisecond-scale control could operate at an LPP and periodically check the
MPP. If the converter is fast enough, checking MPP several times a second
will not impose noticeable power transients onto the grid. Other grid support
functions in which a high-bandwidth inverter is beneficial include ramp-rate
control [38], active energy support [29], and voltage regulation [20].
One of the fastest MPPT algorithms is ripple correlation control (RCC).
RCC is an extremum-seeking control approach that utilizes the switching
ripple inherent in power converters [39]. Switching frequency for RCC con-
verters have typically been limited to tens of kHz, due to circuit parasitics
effects on control action. However, higher switching frequencies offer a va-
riety of benefits for the converter and the control algorithm. Magnetic re-
quirements reduce in size and weight as the switching frequency is increased.
Smaller inverter package sizes for integrated solar modules or microinverters,
as well as possibly mobile solar applications, prioritize converter weight and
size. Additionally, RCC convergence rates are tied to switching frequency,
and typical RCC controllers converge in tens of milliseconds. Although this
convergence is faster than most naturally occurring irradiance changes [26],
the increased tracking bandwidth will help with ancillary array operations,
such as LPPT.
In this chapter, a compensation strategy is proposed to extend the practi-
cal switching frequency of RCC. Background on RCC is given, along with an
overview of parasitic effects that limit operating rates. Compensation and
tuning strategies are introduced. A modified RCC algorithm is also intro-
duced to allow seamless switching between MPPT and LPPT. A hardware
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boost prototype is built and tested with the compensated RCC algorithm
and the LPPT algorithm. Design decisions and challenges are discussed.
The converter’s response rate is tested in subsequent chapters.
3.1 Ripple Correlation Control
RCC has applications in a variety of systems where an intended objective
function shares unimodal behavior with one or more inputs [40], [41], [42].
Among other areas, it has been applied to the photovoltaic MPPT problem
[43], [44]. IV curves have natural unimodal power output, which offers a
settling point for RCC converters. As shown in Figure 3.1, both the power-
current (PI) curve and the power-voltage (PV) curve share hill-like shape.
The RCC converter’s goal is to drive the panel to MPP. The current lo-
cation on the IV curve will determine which action moves towards MPP
and which away. By computing derivative terms, the RCC converter can
determine its location on the power curve and move in the right direction.
From Figure 3.1b, dPPV /dVPV is always negative at voltages greater than the
MPP voltage, VMPP . Conversely, dPPV /dVPV is always positive at voltages
less than VMPP . As the converter nears MPP, the derivative term approaches
zero and switches sign as the panel passes through the MPP. Thus, a positive
dPPV /dVPV tells the converter it needs to increase its voltage and a negative
dPPV /dVPV that it needs to decrease its voltage, in order to move toward
MPP. The same analysis holds for the dPPV /dIPV curve.
In practice, dPPV /dVPV and dPPV /dIPV are difficult to compute in real


















where dt is the time derivative. The partial chain rule holds as long as
other variables in the power function change at much slower time constants.
Variables such as cell temperature will vary during normal operation, but
never at the switching frequency.
Most PV systems have an intermediate dc-dc converter between the PV
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(a) Power vs. voltage
(b) Power vs. current
Figure 3.1: Voltage and current RCC implementations are possible due to
unimodal power curve
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and the inverter. Switch action imposes current, voltage, and power ripple
on the PV source, and RCC can use this as information for MPPT. Ripple
means the operating point is always shifting about on the IV curve and
derivative terms are never zero. RCC exploits PV characteristics, including:
1. The current-voltage characteristic IV curve has a single global MPP
under normal operation.
2. Voltage and current are inversely related: an increase in voltage is
accompanied by a decrease in current, and vice versa.
Figure 3.2: Front-end dc-dc boost converter with parasitic capacitor Cp
Switching dc-dc converters exhibit current and voltage relationships tied
to their duty ratios. Increasing or decreasing the duty ratio will have a known
effect on the converter’s input voltage and/or current. The exact relationship
will be topology specific, but a control law can always be created to connect
movement along the IV curve with the converter duty ratio.
The boost converter in Figure 3.2 is typical in PV applications to boost
PV voltage up to a desired bus voltage. Here the effective capacitance of the
combined PN junctions in the solar panel is shown explicitly as capacitor Cp.
The dc link capacitor on the right acts as an output voltage source to inter-
face with a grid-connected inverter. Maximum output power is the desired
objective function, and converter duty ratio is the only control parameter.








where dppv/dt and dvpv/dt are the power and voltage time derivatives, and
k is a gain term [45]. The negative sign connects the boost converter duty
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ratio to the IV curve, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. When the duty ratio
increases, the bottom mosfet conducts longer and input current increases. If
the MPP is at a higher current, the dppv/dt dvpv/dt product is negative and
the right-hand side of (3.3) is positive. The overall positive term pushes the
duty ratio to a higher value and toward MPP. This simple analysis holds for
the opposite case when MPP is at a lower current and the duty ratio needs
to be decreased.
A current law and combined laws also exist. In all cases, the algorithm
drives power to a maximum, provided switch action is enforced. As illustrated
in Figure 3.3, the product of dppv/dt and dvpv/dt changes sign across the
MPP. The terms are ±180◦ out of phase to the right of the MPP and in phase
left of the MPP. The law in (3.3) will drive d to a steady-state value when the
product term has an average value of zero over a switching period. Converter
switching guarantees that there will always be ripple, so the individual terms
within (3.3) will not average to zero. As such, the steady-state operating
point on the IV curve is at MPP, where dppv/dt and dvpv/dt are ±90◦ out of
phase and their product oscillates around zero, as dppv/dvpv changes sign.
Figure 3.3: IV curve showing regions where dP/dt and dV/dt are positive
and negative
RCC converges quickly because the control law is linked to the switching
frequency. However, parasitic effects add phase shifts that limit the practical
switching frequency [43], [46]. Compensation strategies using digital [44] and
analog filters [47] have been proposed to extend operating frequency. Addi-
tionally, switching frequency can be decoupled from the controller’s ripple
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frequency using either injected oscillations [48] or duty-cycle dithering [49].
3.2 PV Cell Capacitive Effects
The well-known IV characteristics shown in Figure 3.1 do not take into ac-
count any parasitic passives the system may have. Transient behavior is
assumed to match the pseudo-dc operating points given by the curves. How-
ever, PV panels and arrays have well-documented parasitics, namely capac-
itances, which have been shown to induce adverse irregularities on steady-
state operation.
Flash testing during the manufacturing must account for capacitance in
order to properly characterize the cell fill factor and bin accurately. Flash
testing performs voltage sweeps on cells, using a variable light source [50].
If sweeps are performed too quickly the charging/discharging of the cell’s
capacitance creates two separate IV curves, depending on the direction of
the voltage sweep.
Capacitive effects have been shown to influence inverter safety controls.
Faults in PV systems may lead to dangerous scenarios and inverters are re-
quired to monitor residual currents for fault detection. The inverter discon-
nects from the grid if it detects a residual current disparity between incoming
and outgoing lines. Parasitic capacitances between the array and ground can
inject unwanted residual currents and incorrectly trip inverter fault detection
leading to grid disconnect. Unwanted trips will result in energy production
loss and possible accelerated device degradation.
In power production, dc-dc converter operation is influenced by array ca-
pacitance. Capacitive effects create a hysteresis loop for switching converters
and shift the MPP from a single point to a range of values [51]. Although dc-
dc converters are not doing full IV sweeps like in flash testing, the switching
frequency of tens to hundreds of kHz creates large dV/dt.
RCC is especially susceptible to capacitive effects due to dependence on
phase information. The implication of (3.3) is that the instantaneous power
and voltage (and possibly current) associated with a PV panel must be sensed
and available to the controller. Capacitive effects decouple the PV current
and voltage at higher frequencies. In such cases, the difference between the
measured current and the needed PV current is
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is = ipv − ic (3.4)
where is is the measured current available to the controller, ipv is the ideal
PV current (inversely related to PV voltage, vpv), and ic is the capacitor
current.
PV cells are constructed with large P-N junctions to convert photons to
electron-hole pairs. The junctions act as large diodes which exhibit two main
capacitances known as the depletion and diffuse capacitance [52].






where Cj0, A, and θj are intrinsic diode parameters and vR is the diode’s





where τt is the transit time, VT the thermal voltage, N the ideality factor








where IS is the saturation current and vD is the diode’s forward-bias voltage.
The diode current, and thereby diffusion capacitance, scales exponentially
with the forward-bias voltage.
The combined diode capacitance is the sum of the two terms:
CP = Cdiff + Cdep (3.8)
and the net capacitance will change with the cell’s operating point. The
single-diode PV model with diode capacitances is shown in Figure 3.4. Ad-
ditional stray capacitances, such as charge separation between the cell and
frame, will also aggregate into the total capacitance and the complete capac-
itance is
CT = CP + Cpara (3.9)
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Figure 3.4: Single-diode model with diode capacitance included
where Cpara is a lumped parameter. However, in MPPT applications the
diode capacitance is assumed to be the dominant component of the total
panel capacitance. Terms can be further reduced by noting that, in a power
producing scenario, diffusion capacitance will be much larger than the de-
pletion capacitance. From (3.9), diffusion capacitance scales exponentially
with the forward-bias voltage whereas depletion capacitance increases lin-
early [52]. The diffusion capacitance will be the major capacitive component
whenever the cells are producing power.
Due to the charging and discharging of the panel capacitance, transient
IV curves diverge from their steady-state values. When moving from the
short-circuit current (Isc) toward the open-circuit voltage (Voc), the capacitor
charges, reducing is. The capacitor discharges when moving from Voc to Isc.
Therefore, a control algorithm will underestimate the fill factor when moving
in one direction and overestimate it when moving in the opposite direction.
A simulation in Figure 3.5 shows the power-vs.-voltage curves during volt-
age sweeps of varying time duration. The true MPP is shown for reference.
Notice that fast sweeps lead to a peak in the curve that differs from the true
MPP; a controller seeking the peak will operate away from the MPP if the
sweep is too fast. Here a standard single-diode exponential PV model [53] is
used to model the PV panel. The capacitor is modeled in the generic form
Cp = ae
bV (3.10)
where a and b are constants and V is the panel voltage. For this illustration,
a and b were calculated to give a capacitance of 0.1 µF at Isc, 5 µF at Vmpp,
and 20 µF at Voc at 1000 W/m
2. The separation among the curves depends
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Figure 3.5: Power vs. voltage showing differing fill-factors depending on
voltage sweep direction and duration.
on both the parasitic capacitance and voltage derivative. At low voltage,
capacitance effects are smaller and separation is minimal. As the voltage
moves toward the higher open-circuit value, the capacitance increases and
leads to a larger current, ic. Faster sweep times increase derivatives and
thereby also increase capacitive current.
3.3 RCC Capacitive Compensation
Capacitive effects will move the transient MPP away from the true MPP [54],
because of changes to vital ripple phase information. Earlier works treated
the capacitance as a static variable independent of voltage. A linearized
model about a PV operating voltage, V, was developed in [43] to simulate
array-level or panel-level capacitive effects. Taking ipv to be a nonlinear
function of vpv, given as ipv = g(vpv), the model from [43] is
p̃c
vpv






where (p̃c) is the small-signal power ripple seen by the converter. Notice
that (p̃c) is not the same as (p̃pv) , since the latter does not include parasitic
effects. However, (p̃c) must be sufficiently close to (p̃pv) if this measured value
is to be useful in the RCC controller.
Simulation of (3.11) for various voltage operating points gives the phase
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plot shown in Figure 3.6a. The static capacitor was replaced with our model
in (3.10) to include the diffusion capacitance, which varies linearly with ir-
radiance and exponentially with voltage.
At sufficiently low frequency, the power and voltage ripple perform as
expected: they are 180◦ out of phase when V > Vmpp and are in phase
when V < Vmpp. At higher frequencies, capacitive effects dominate, and
phase angles converge to -90◦. Adequate phase information is retained if the
switching frequency is well below 100 kHz, where RCC controllers typically
operate, but the figure implies that switching frequencies much above 10 kHz
are not viable without considering parasitic effects.
Figure 3.6b shows the phase information available to the controller at 100
kHz switching frequency, with and without Cp effects. The “ideal” line follows
low-frequency RCC results when Cp is not present; ripple is in-phase below
Vmpp and out-of-phase above. The crossover between “mostly in-phase” and
“mostly out-of-phase” takes place at Vmpp and provides the settling point for
the RCC integrator. With Cp effects, the crossover point becomes ambiguous
as the phase information flattens at Vmpp. This loss of phase information
means that RCC operates ambiguously around Vmpp, potentially seeking the
wrong point or even becoming unstable. To compensate for capacitive effects
at high frequencies, a term can be added to the measured current, is, to
estimate the PV current as
ipv = is − Cp
dvpv
dt




where the overbars indicate estimated values, e.g., (Cp) is the estimated par-
asitic capacitance. The voltage derivative is necessary for RCC and already













and parasitic effects vanish if Cp = Cp.
In practice, the derivative term in (3.13) introduces its own phase shift. A
high-pass differentiator is suitable and takes the form shown in Figure 3.7a,
with the transfer function
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(a) 100 Hz to 1 MHz
(b) At 100 kHz, with and without capacitive effects.
Figure 3.6: Phase angle between voltage and power ripple for PV panel
with capacitive effects Cp
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where R,C sets the cutoff frequency and Rc limits the gain to R/Rc. The
higher the Rc C pole frequency, the better the high-pass filter acts as an ideal
differentiator. Noise considerations limit the time constant to about 10% to
20% of RC. Substituting (3.14) into (3.13) gives
p̃c
vpv









where β is a variable gain used to tune Cp. A summing amplifier with a





where RDig is the digital potentiometer resistance. The summing amplifier
implements (3.12) and adds capacitive estimates to the input current.
The compensation term improves RCC phase information. In Figure 3.8,
a simulation of (3.15) is shown using the previous PV and Cp models. Phase
information available to the converter is displayed for several β values. The
β = 0 line corresponds to the uncompensated system in Figure 3.6b. With
compensation, the previously flat region around Vmpp becomes steeper and
allows the controller to better distinguish operating points. However, com-
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Figure 3.8: Phase angle between voltage and power ripple at 100 kHz, with
and without capacitive effects
pensation has a price, for a fixed β value. The corrective term overestimates
capacitance in the Isc region, where panel voltage, and therefore Cp, is de-
creased. As β increases, the phase information approaches positive 90◦ and
may lead to stability concerns in the Isc region. Phase information to the
right of the MPP will always be less than phase information at or to the left
of MPP, because Cp continues to increase with cell voltage. A tradeoff is
necessary if a fixed β is used. Tuning β to match Cp at the panel’s MPP, or
making β a function of voltage, might balance steady-state error and stability
on both sides of the MPP.
Two criteria can be used to tune β to the correct value at MPP. When β
is too low, the converter will operate ambiguously and will not converge to
the panel MPP. A larger β will increase phase difference in the controller and
improve steady-state tracking. If β is too large, the converter will become
unstable, as Cp overestimates parasitic capacitance at lower panel voltages.
Instability is a natural limit point in the tuning process.
For fixed β, the optimal value will deviate with irradiance, but these effects
may be negligible. Vmpp does not change much across power levels near MPP.
For example, in strings of shaded and unshaded panels, voltage balancing
has found that equalizing voltage across each panel produces 98% tracking
effectiveness [55]. Thus, the exponential voltage component of capacitance
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at Vmpp should not change drastically across irradiance levels.
3.4 Limited Power Point Tracking with RCC
The switch between MPPT and LPPT is achievable using two separate con-
trollers, which assume control depending on the application. An MPPT
which switches into a current-mode control (CMC) to provide LPPT is one
such possibility. However, the transition between controllers requires a hard
switch which will affect the overall convergence time. For example, if RCC is
used for MPPT and CMC for LPPT, the RCC integral will saturate when the
controller is in CMC. When the controller switches back to MPPT, additional
time will be spent charging/discharging the saturated integral capacitor.
A modification is added to the RCC integral to allow seamless switching











where Γ is a controllable gain. Recall from Figure 3.3 the signs of the dppv/dt
and dvpv/dt product. To the right of MPP, the product is negative while to
the left of MPP the product is positive. At MPP the product oscillates
between positive and negative, achieving steady state. With the addition of
Γ, the steady state point can be shifted along the IV curve. If Γ is nonzero,
the steady-state will transition to where the product is equal and opposite
in magnitude to Γ. A positive Γ will push the steady-state toward Voc, while
a negative Γ will push the steady-state toward Isc. Setting Γ to zero will
enable regular RCC MPPT.
















where the product can be positive or negative. However, the maximum
and minimum values are not readily apparent to the designer and, in prac-








. To date, the maximum bound on Γ was set
through experimentation and future work will further investigate magnitude
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constraints on Γ.
The Γ addition will shift the steady-state operating point, but without a
feedback component the new steady-state will be arbitrary. The following
update rule is proposed:
Γ = kpe+ ki
∫
(e) dt (3.19)
e = IPV − Iref (3.20)
to drive Γ to a set reference current, Iref . The update rule (3.19) is a simple
integral loop to drive the error (i.e., IPV − Iref ) to zero. The desired LPP
operating region of the IV curve is between VMPP and Voc, which requires a
positive Γ. The gain is set with a DAC channel on our microcontroller, and
a non-inverting summing op amp performs the summing operation in (3.17).
A zero lower bound on Γ provides desired operation during irradiance
transients. If the converter is in LPPT mode and an irradiance change causes
Isc to drop below Iref , the Γ gain will go to zero and the converter will enter
MPPT. Tracking MPP through the transient provides the smallest power
fluctuation. On the other hand, if an irradiance change increases Isc, the Iref
remains reachable and power does not fluctuate on the up-transient.
MPPT is inherently reactive as a converter does not know its MPP until
settling on the presumed MPP. All tracking algorithms take advantage of
the unique shape of the IV curve to perform a hill climbing algorithm to-
ward MPP. The settling point is distinguishable from surrounding operating
points. LPPT, on the other hand, lacks the natural settling point and seeks
to track a predetermined power. For proper LPPT operation, the algorithm
needs to know where MPP is and be able to determine a reference current
which will track a desired power setpoint.
LPPT is performed in the Voc region of the IV curve where VPV <VMPP .
Power scales heavily with the panel current. As illustrated in Figure 3.9,
the relationship between power and current in the Voc region (IPV <IMPP ),
at a given power level, is separated into two regions. Curves have been
to generated to match the Voc, Isc, and PMPP profile for the BP7180s 180
W panel, which is used extensively in this work. Around the MPP the PI
relationship is nonlinear as the voltage and current exhibit significant ripple.
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Figure 3.9: PI curves over irradiance range
As the current decreases and the panel moves away from MPP, the power is
approximated by n discrete pair values given by
(Pi, Ii) = {(P1, I1), . . . , (Pn, In)} (3.21)
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (3.22)
and points extend from 0 A to IMPP . If the slope is known, the Iref value to





Pi ≤ Pset ≤ Pi+1 (3.24)
wheremi is the localized slope of the PI curve. The slope and the linear region
are both dependent on PMPP . When PMPP is close to nameplate power, the
panel has a linear region which covers most of the panel’s current range.
Conversely, when PMPP is low, the current range is significantly reduced and
there is less distinction between the nonlinear and linear regions.
Practical considerations limit the LPPT range. When PMPP is reduced,
such as in a shading condition, the panel will operate at MPP in order to
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maximize available power. Thus headroom is only useful when the MPP is
above a certain limit.
The PI slopes are relatively constant and do not vary significantly over
short periods of time. Datasheet slope calculation has been proposed in [22].
Degradation and temperature will affect slope, but effects are secondary to
MPP and can be updated over time. A lookup-table with slope-PMPP pair
values is used to update the algorithm as follows:
1. The panel operates in LPPT
2. The panel switches to MPPT to check PMPP
3. From PMPP a correct mi is determined for the desired setpoint and
current MPP
4. A new Iref is calculated from (3.23)
5. The panel switches from MPPT to LPPT, with the updated Iref
Slope values for the curves in Figure 3.9 are calculated and displayed in
Table 3.1. Slopes are specific to each PMPP and calculated at each IPV value
using
mi =
PPV (j)− PPV (j − 1)
IPV (j)− IPV (j − 1)
(3.25)
IPV (j = 1, . . . , 8) = [0, 0.5, . . . , 5.0] (3.26)
where PPV (j) is the power at IPV (j). On the lower power curves, part of the
current range may be unreachable or negative and is designated by a “–”, in
such cases. The slopes follow predictable patterns. At low current, slopes are
in the linear region and display similar values (between 42.3 and 46.2). As
current increases, the slopes begin to decrease (i.e. flatten) as the operating
point approaches the peak of its respective PI curve. At the top the curve
the slope is equal to zero and becomes negative when IPV is greater than
IMPP . The slope pattern is such that values between power and current can
be interpolated from existing lookup-table values if need be.
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Table 3.1: PPV vs. IPV Localized Slope
PMPP (W )
14 32 50 68 87 106 125 145 164 183
IPV (A)
0.5 42.3 43.0 43.6 44.1 44.6 45.0 45.3 45.6 45.9 46.2
1.3 31.7 39.0 40.8 41.9 42.7 43.4 43.9 44.3 44.7 45.1
2.0 – – 34.3 38.2 40.0 41.2 42.1 42.7 43.3 43.8
2.8 – – – 25.0 34.6 37.7 39.4 40.6 41.5 42.2
3.5 – – – – – 29.6 34.9 37.4 39.0 40.2
4.3 – – – – – – 21.3 31.2 35.0 37.2
5.0 – – – – – – – – 26.3 32.1
3.5 RCC Boost Converter Prototype
The 100 kHz boost converter built and shown in Figure 3.10 implemented
the compensated RCC algorithm. Component values are given in Table 3.2.
Noise-sensitive components, such as the differentiators, are separated from
the noisy switching node by placing them on the bottom of the board. The
red-toggle switch on the top switches the converter from manual duty control
to RCC control. The blue potentiometer sets the manual duty ratio. The
busbar on the top left connects to a TI 28379 Launchpad controller.
Analog power rails are derived from the input PV power. A Texas In-
struments LM5018 buck controller takes an input voltage between 24-65 V
and outputs a 20 V bus. Ripple from the ancillary buck is superimposed on
boost converter’s ripple and will cause interference if too close to the 100 kHz
boost switching frequency. To prevent noise degradation, the buck converter
switches at 1 MHz. From the 20 V bus, two Texas Instruments LMZM23600
converters are used to provide the +/- 12 V rails. The converters have mul-
tiple configurations, allowing one to operate in inverting buck-boost mode
and the other to operate in non-inverting buck mode.
The analog power circuit could be reduced from three to two converters in
future work. A buck converter would step down input PV voltage to a 12 V
rail and the inverting converter would source off the 12 V rail. The reduction
in converter count would increase the efficiency of the analog power circuit,




Figure 3.10: RCC Boost converter
3.6 Analog Multiplier
The RCC algorithm requires two products to be calculated in real-time to
function properly. The input power signal must be computed from the input
current and voltage in order to take the power derivative. Secondly, the
dv/dt, dp/dt product needs to be computed in order to perform the chain
rule of dP/dv. Under normal circumstances power multiplication takes place
entirely in the first quadrant (i.e. current and voltage are both positive). On
the other hand, the dv/dt, dp/dt are two ac signals which alternate between
positive and negative. To compute the dP/dv term a four-quadrant multiplier
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Table 3.2: Boost Converter Components
Component Model Value
Panel BP7180s –
Power Mosfet CSD 19502 –
Switching Freq. – 100 kHz
Inductor Coilcraft 100 µH
Analogy Multiplier AD633 –
Op Amps LT1365/TLE2072 –
Digi. Pot AD5290YRMZ10 –
Analog Sw. ADG1402BRMZ –
Controller TI 2837D Launchpad –
Analog Power TI LM5018/LMZM23600 –
is necessary. For ease of use, the four-quadrant analog multiplier AD633






where x and y are the inputs and W is the output. The 10 divider is inherent
to the chip and keeps the output bounded between ± 12 V for both inputs
ranging from 0 to 12 V. Ad633 is one of the more cost-efficient four-quadrant
multipliers. Other four-quadrant multipliers are several times more expensive
and would drastically increase the BOM cost for the MPPT and likely be
infeasible in any production converter.
The AD633 has several drawbacks. The multiplier has poor signal-to-noise
ratio when the output is in the tens of mV. With the 10 divisor, if the inputs
are in the sub-volt range the output will fall into this noisy region. Noise
can hurt tracking efficiency at low power and cause the dP/dV integral to
slow or become unstable. The AD633 has the option to increase the output
gain, but at the expense of bandwidth. The multiplier is already bandwidth
limited with only 1 MHz and further decreases will introduce phase delays
in the output signal. RCC is susceptible to unwanted phase delays anywhere
along its signal path, as the converter is ultimately using phase between the
voltage and power to drive the integral to steady state. Any added phase
along one path could disrupt RCC operation.
To overcome the noise constraints while not reducing the bandwidth, sep-
arate gain buffers were used to amplify input signals and keep the product
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outside of the millivolt region. The tradeoff is that additional op amps are
required to perform buffering, but general purpose op amps are still less
expensive than faster multipliers.
The ripple information is critical to the RCC algorithm and differentiators
are highly susceptible to noise. At 100 kHz and minimum gain, the AD633 is
beginning to reach its practical operational limits. If future RCC converters
seek higher operating frequencies, a higher bandwidth multiplier is likely
needed.
3.7 Capacitive Compensation Circuit
The complete portion of the compensation circuit is shown in Figure 3.11,
where Vs and Is are the sensed voltage and current, respectively. The sensed
current is first fed into the inverting buffer to ensure proper polarity going
into the summing op amp. The high pass filter, given by (3.14), provides the
negative derivative. The three terms combine to give
ipv = − (−is − dvpv/dt) = is + dvpv/dt (3.28)
where ipv is positive.
Figure 3.11: Capacitive compensation op amp implementation
Gain for the capacitive compensation circuit is set with a digital poten-
tiometer, RDIG. Digital potentiometers are typically three terminal devices,
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composed of resistive networks connected by switches. A digital or analog
input sets the network output into a desired resistive output.
The presence of parasitic capacitances between switches limits the band-
width of the potentiometer and higher frequencies signals become distorted.
A higher resistance gives a larger RC time constant and so a lower bandwidth.
A 10k Analog Devices AD5290 is used to set the gain for the capacitive com-
pensation. The potentiometer is programmed with an 8 bit word to give 256
different resistive values (39 Ω steps). With the potentiometer alone, the





and a portion of the voltage derivative would always be added into the current
measurement.
The ability to turn off compensation may be necessary in cases where
panel inductive effects dominate ripple components. Connecting several po-
tentiometers in series, or using a larger potentiometer, would reduce the
minimum gain, but at the expense of bandwidth and component cost. Sim-




≤ β ≤ RF
RCON +RDig,max
(3.30)
where RDig,min is typically close to zero ohms. However, the constant resistor
would need to be on the same order of magnitude as RDig,max to effectively
limit the minimum gain, and the maximum gain would be severely limited
as well.
To completely turn off compensation, an analog switch is placed into the
signal path and programmed with a single bit on/off signal. The switch tran-
sition time is orders of magnitude faster than the potentiometer reprogram
time, and opening the switch immediately turns off compensation. Digital
potentiometers also exhibit lag during a programming update, as the resis-
tive network is updated. With the switch open, the potentiometer can be




A Texas Instruments LAUNCHXL-F28379D controller is used for monitoring
and tuning the gains in the circuit. The controller implements the LPPT
algorithm by sampling the current and implementing a digital PI loop given
by
Γ[k] = Γ[k − 1] + T1e[k] + T2e[k − 1] (3.31)
T1 = 0.5TsKi +Kp (3.32)
T2 = 0.5TsKi −Kp (3.33)
e[k] = IPV − Iref (3.34)
ΓMin ≤ Γ[k] ≤ ΓMax (3.35)
where e is the error term, Ki the integral gain, Kp the proportional gain,
and Ts the sampling time. The LPPT algorithm needs to converge before
the RCC integral and a 10 µs sampling time is chosen.
The LPPT gain, Γ, is set using one of the Launchpad’s DAC and fed into
a non-inverting summing amp. Care must be taken with the non-inverting
summing op-amp, due to the input signal being attenuated if Γ is set to 0 V.
The controller also provides the PWM signals for the synchronous boost
and samples the RCC integral to determine the duty ratio. Duty saturation
limits and deadtime are digitally imposed.
3.9 Parasitic Inductance
Conductor connections between cells, modules, and panels introduce a par-
sitic inductance between the PV system and the inverter. The inductance,
as shown in Figure 3.12, introduces an additional voltage ripple component
to the converter’s sensed voltage. At a fixed switching frequency, current
ripple is set by the boost passives and the voltage available to the converter
becomes
Vs = VPV − VL (3.36)
where VL is equal to Lpdipv/dt. VL leads the current by 90
◦ and impacts the,
ideally, 180◦ phase between measured current and voltage.
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Figure 3.12: Inductive effects introduce a voltage difference between sensed
and panel voltage
Inductive effects are shown in Figure 3.13, where voltage and current rip-
ple is 0.5, respectively. For simplicity, voltage and current ripple are both
assumed sinusoidal with a 180◦ phase shift. PV voltage is shown in red and
current is shown in blue. The current time derivative is then ωcos(ωt + θ)
and VL is given by Lpωcos(ωt + θ). A 1µH is assumed and approximates
about a 1 meter connector length.
Figure 3.13: Inductive effects on sensed voltage
In the Voc region of the IV curve, inductive effects are exacerbated as VPV
ripple decreases and IPV ripple increases. If inductance is too large, VL may
grow and become the major sensed voltage component. Phase between Vs
and Is approaches 90
◦ and violates a basic RCC assumption.
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Larger passive sizing will reduce current ripple and mitigate some induc-
tive effects. However, voltage ripple will also curtail improvements. Signal-
to-noise ratios degrade as well, when ripple components are reduced and
overall converter performance may worsen. A lower duty ratio constraint
would dictate how far the converter can operate toward Voc, where induc-
tive effects influence operation. The limit would likely need to be above the
already imposed limit which keeps the converter in CCM. For MPPT appli-
cations a lower limit may suffice, but care would need to be taken for LPPT
applications operating in the Voc region.
For this work inductive effects are not the point of interest and mitigated
by maintaining a short lead length. The converter attaches to a single panel
and the lead length is under 2 meters, which corresponds to the typical
length commercial panels arrive from the factory with. The standard PV
MC4 connectors have been removed for ease of access, but are not expected
to add or subtract any significant inductance. Additionally, leads are twisted
to minimize loop inductance.
In arrays where inductive effects dominate, such as a single panel with long
leads, an inductive compensation term may be beneficial. The compensation
circuit in Figure 3.11 becomes an inductive compensation circuit by swapping
Vs and Is, as shown in Figure 3.14. The circuit estimates VPV from (3.37) as
VPV = Vs + VL (3.37)




where LP is an estimate of parasitic inductance. Unlike capacitive effects,
the parasitic inductance does not change drastically with voltage or current.
The tuning strategy should be straightforward and well aligned with the
capacitive tuning described above.
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Figure 3.14: Inductive compensation circuit
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CHAPTER 4
PV LABORATORY EMULATION RESULTS
Outdoor solar experiments provide the ultimate proof-of-concept for solar
controllers, but lack the reproducibility and experimentation necessary to
tune and develop control algorithms. Real world results are also constrained
by environmental conditions and limit testing to daylight hours. For this
reason, PV emulators have been developed to approximate IV characteristics
expected from different panel configurations. Emulator functionality ranges
from devices which produce analog low power IV curves to power-producing
devices which stand in for physical panels. In power devices, emulators range
in size and scale in order to simulate applications ranging from individual
cells to multiple series-connected panels [56].
A disadvantage of off-the-shelf PV emulators is that they only partially
model PV panels, especially at high frequency. Typical PV emulators utilize
a dc-dc converter to dynamically track a desired pseudo-dc IV profile. The
converter’s controller holds an internal IV model and attempts to match
its power outputs to the model outputs, for any given current and voltage.
Single-diode models are standard [56]. For interconnection with a power
electronic converter, a high converter bandwidth is needed to test MPPT
and shading scenarios. Emulator bandwidth may be the bottleneck in the
system.
Due to emulators implementing a simplified IV model, such as the single-
diode model, the emulators lack the ability to produce parasitic capacitive
effects on PV output. Panel capacitances are difficult to quantify, much less
emulate, as they vary with cell voltage. In this work a PV emulator is used
for laboratory tests and builds on results given in [57]. The emulator setup,
displayed in Figure 4.1, uses a PV panel to produce the desired IV charac-
teristics. The panel is covered on the front and back to prevent light from
reaching the cells, which reduces the photogenerated current, IPH , to zero.
A dc power supply, operating in constant-current mode, is then connected
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Figure 4.1: PV laboratory emulator
across the panel to replace the photogenerated current source with a control-
lable source (Figure 4.2). IPH is a dc current which scales with the amount
of solar irradiance reaching the cells. Thus, altering the supply current level
allows the emulator to produce different irradiance levels.
Figure 4.2: Dc current supply mimics photogenerated current
The physical panel creates the IV characteristics and incorporates para-
sitic effects including the diode capacitance, inter-cell inductances, and fram-
ing capacitances. Model variations between single-diode, double-diode, and
reverse-bias effects are avoided. From the single-diode model in Figure 4.2,
forward-biased current flows through the series resistance, Rs, to give the cell
voltage given as
VPV = VD −RSIPV (4.1)
where VD is the voltage across the diode. With the emulator, current flows
the opposite way across RS and panel voltage will be given by
ṼPV = VD +RS ĨPV (4.2)
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where the tilde designates emulated values. The series resistance is a lumped
parameter and typically less than 1 Ω. Thus, panel voltage should not be
significantly affected by the emulator’s current direction. Panels have inher-
ent binning tolerances with nameplate voltage and current values falling into
a range, rather than a set value. If series resistance effects cause a higher
panel voltage by 1-2 V, for all practical purposes the emulator will still be
sufficient for laboratory testing.
One disadvantage of the emulator setup is that only uniform shading is
possible. Partial shading, where one submodule or cell is shaded, cannot
be accurately modeled with this method, due to the single current source.
Additionally, bypass diode operation, typical in partial shading scenarios,
cannot be investigated. For our work, variability is cloud specific and not
focused on smaller shadows localized to individual cells. The movement of the
cloud’s shadow does take time to cross the panel, so bypass diode operation
will be present in outdoor results and this is one of the reasons a full outdoor
test is necessary to verify the emulator.
4.1 Lab Setup
A BP7185S185 W panel is used for the laboratory emulation setup shown
in Figure 4.3 and has a Voc and Isc of 44.8 V and 5.50 A, respectively. A
Kenwood PD56-10D is operated in constant current mode by setting the
current limit below the panel’s Isc and setting the voltage limit above the
panel’s Voc.
The dc power in constant-current mode can only approximate a dc cur-
rent and still contains a small ripple component. A large inductor is placed
between the dc supply and panel to remove additional ripple. The induc-
tor also isolates the output filtering of the supply from the panel such that
supply output capacitance does not get lumped into the panel capacitance
under consideration. A 2 mH inductor is placed between the supply and the
panel to reduce current ripple. RCC algorithms assume all ripple is caused
by converter switch action. Additional ripple due to the dc supply would act
as a noise term and negatively impact the controller’s operation.
A change in irradiance is emulated using an HP 6060B electronic load to
divert a portion of the supply current away from the panel. Electronic loads
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Figure 4.3: PV emulator laboratory setup
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are set up for programmatic control and offer better slewing options than the
supply itself. The dc current sent to the panel is then the difference between
the supply current and the load draw.
To emulate an irradiance profile, the solar data used in the year-long simu-
lations is inverted by subtracting the data from its maximum value, as shown
in Figure 4.4. The data is then scaled to the short circuit current fed into
the panel by the dc supply. The scaled and inverted solar data is fed into the
electronic load as a current, such that the net current to the panel follows
the original irradiance profile. The slight power shift from zero is to ensure
input power is never zero so the analog circuitry does not turn off.
Input PV current and voltage is measured and logged using two Agilent
34410A DMMs. The two DMM are synchronized and record measurements at
20 Hz which are read and stored by a computer. A secondary electronic load
is used as the output to the RCC boost converter. This output is operated
in constant voltage mode and mimics the dc-bus capacitor found on many
inverters or the constant voltage expected in battery applications.
A computer controls the electronic load and feeds a periodic set of com-
mands into the load to create the desired irradiance profile. The computer
periodically reads from the Agilent DMM and stores the data. A PYTHON
interface handles the USB communication, data acquisition, and electronic
load updating.
4.2 DC Characteristics
The pseudo-dc IV characteristics are measured and displayed in Figure 4.5
over different input current values. The IV curve is swept by slowly ramping
the converter duty ratio, and the input load allows IPH to be programmat-
ically changed. Expected curve shapes are attained and curves at different
IPH levels do not intersect one another. Each curve displays a single MPP,
as shown in Figure 4.5c. The Isc region is not fully traversed to prevent an
undervoltage lockout on the ancillary analog-power circuit. However, power
production is available from near-zero up to the nameplate panel power.
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(a) Daily irradiance profile
(b) Supply and electronic load current
(c) Net current sent to panel, IPH
Figure 4.4: Electronic load is used to produce an irradiance profile in
emulator setup
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(a) Voltage vs. current
(b) Voltage vs. power
(c) Current vs. power
Figure 4.5: PV lab emulator pseudo-dc IV and PV curves over IPH range
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4.3 Thermal Characteristics
Although PV cells are typically characterized under standard 25 ◦C temper-
atures, their IV characteristics are temperature dependent. As cells heat up,
losses inside the cell increase and the power output of the module decreases.
These losses are reflected in the shape of the IV curve which follows a lower
fill factor at higher temperature.
(a) IV curve
(b) Voltage vs. power
Figure 4.6: PV characteristics between cold start and after 15 minutes
running at MPP
In order to achieve repeatable results with the laboratory setup, the panel
was allowed to heat up before any measurements were taken. This involved
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simply operating the panel and converter near its nameplate power for around
15 minutes. Although temperature inside the lab is climate controlled, the
panel still warms under forward-biased operation. Additionally, the coverings
used to prevent irradiance from reaching the cells may act as insulators and
lead to a greater disparity between cell and room temperature.
Figure 4.6 shows the panel’s IV curve trace from a cold start and after
around 15 minutes. Noticeable differences appear between the curves as the
hotter panel follows a slightly lower fill factor. Panels in field conditions will
naturally experience large temperature swings as the panel receives direct
sunlight or is shaded by cloud cover. Seasonal variations will also subject
panels to wide temperature ranges although on a much longer time scale.
Although the variations are slight, consistency is useful for replicability of
results. Metrics such as MPPT tracking efficiency could be sensitive to small
changes, and inaccuracies would emerge if cold and hot results were com-
pared.
4.4 AC Switching Characteristics
The instantaneous current and voltage ripple magnitudes are determined by
a combination of the converter’s passives and the operating point on the IV
curve. Ideally the two ripple components will always be 180◦ out of phase
and an increase in one corresponds to a decrease in the other, and vice
versa. However, the presence of parasitics causes non-ideal ripple phase and
magnitude.
The AC ripple characteristics are shown in Figure 4.7, at three different
operating points along the IV curve. The converter is operating at 100 kHz.
In Figure 4.7a, the panel voltage is below the MPP voltage and the panel is
operating in the Isc region of the curve. Here the voltage ripple is maximized
while current ripple is minimized, due to the shape of the IV curve. Low panel
voltage translates to reduced capacitive effects as diffuse capacitance scales
with exponentially voltage. Similarly, the small current ripple minimizes
inductive effects on the sensed voltage, as di/dt remains constrained.
In Figure 4.7b, the panel is operating around the MPP. At the “knee” of
the IV curve, the voltage and current ripple are relatively equal in magnitude.
Panel voltage is high enough where capacitive effects begin to appear and
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(a) VPV < VMPP
(b) VPV ≈ VMPP
(c) VPV > VMPP
Figure 4.7: Voltage and current ripple at 100 kHz
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sensed current lags the voltage. A portion of the PV current is being diverted
to charge/discharge the parasitic capacitance and sensed values begin to
diverge from their ideal components.
As the operating point moves into the Voc region of the curve, capacitive
and inductive effects begin to dominate. Here, as a parallel to the Isc region,
voltage ripple is inherently small while current ripple is at its maximum.
The high di/dt and small PV voltage ripple cause the sensed ripple to be
dominated by the inductive effects. The VL term, given by (3.37), is larger
than the VPV ripple. The voltage lags the current and phase approaches 90
◦,
i.e. purely inductive.
Parasitic effects vary along the IV curve. For proper RCC MPPT and
LPPT operation several conditions need to be maintained. When away from
MPP the integral must always drive the converter toward MPP. This condi-
tion maintains stability and ensures the converter does not saturate at either
its upper or lower duty limit. The duty limits are chosen to maintain con-
tinuous conduction and keep analog circuitry on. If the converter goes into
discontinuous conduction mode, where inductor current falls to zero, the rip-
ple loses its periodic shape. Sharp switching boundaries emerge and cause
the differentiators to give erroneous signals.
The Isc region is the least significant and operation must only drive the
duty toward the MPP. At MPP, a steady-state operating point is necessary,
where the dppv/dt dvpv/dt product changes from positive to negative, or vice
versa. The integral settles at this boundary and MPP tracking efficiency is
determined by how close the boundary is to true MPP.
LPPT is performed between VMPP and Voc as opposed to between Isc
and VMPP . The Voc region offers lower conduction losses, reduced chance
hotspotting [58], and greater ease in ancillary voltage sourced converters.
The power-current relationship in the Voc is also less steep than the power-
voltage relationship in the Isc region. However, capacitive and inductive
effects are present near Voc. The product of the ripple terms must always
be positive and drive the converter toward MPP. The LPPT controller shifts
the steady-state operating point, but still requires the fundamental pull of
the RCC converter back toward MPP.
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4.5 DC Supply Bandwidth
The dc supply was found to be the limiting factor in the PV emulation setup.
RCC assumes the supply current is a dc value with little to no ripple. All
ripple seen by the converter is ideally due to switching action and any ripple
from the supply becomes a disturbance in the control algorithm.
The size of the input inductor determined the amount of ripple reaching
the converter, as shown in Figure 4.8 for three different inductor sizes. The
converter duty ratio is fixed at 44% in all three cases, which places operation
near MPP. Ripple with the 0.6 mH inductor is around 20 ma peak-to-peak
and about 10% of the overall RCC current ripple. The two larger inductors
displayed smaller ripple with less noise.
When the converter performs a step change, such as going from LPPT to
MPPT or vice versa, the supply should ideally maintain a constant dc current
to emulate realistic photogenerated current behavior. However, it was found
that if imposed transients were too quick or too high in magnitude, the supply
was unable to keep up and the transient caused the supply to deviate from
its ideal behavior.
A transient is shown in Figure 4.9, where the converter is operating in
LPPT and needs to check MPP. As the converters moves from the lower
current LPP to the higher current MPP, the dc supply is unable to main-
tain its constant-current output. The supply’s oscillations are reflected in
the IPV input current and impact RCC performance. On the up-ramp, the
supply injects more current into the system and causes a momentary power
spike which the converter tracks, as it is in MPPT. As the current spike
subsides, the converter follows the decreasing transient MPP back to the
original MPP’s location. Turning on capacitive compensation (denoted as
“switch closed”) also causes a supply transient as the duty ratio changes
suddenly when compensation is applied.
The linear ramp portion of the LPPT to MPPT is imposed by the converter
to try and maintain the supply stability. Without the ramp, the supply
exhibited more severe oscillations which took longer to settle out. Ultimately,
the supply bandwidth limited the speed at which the converter could check
MPP. If the transition was too fast, either the oscillations in the supply
caused the MPP measurement to be incorrect or the converter had to spend
time waiting for oscillations to die down. Inductor sizing was negatively
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(a) L = 0.15 mH
(b) L = 2 mH
(c) L = 17 mH
Figure 4.8: Supply current ripple for different inductor sizes
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Figure 4.9: Dc supply unable to maintain constant-current through
transients
correlated with the supply oscillations. The large inductors imposed the
severest oscillations when the converter performed a step change. The 2 mH
inductor was therefore chosen as a tradeoff between dc steady-state error and
transient behavior. A 100 ms roundtrip is used to allow the supply time to
settle down before MPP is calculated.
4.6 Maximum Power Point Tracking
The steady-state maximum power point tracking is shown in Figure 4.10a, for
a range of IPH . The true MPP at each IPH is designated with a black square
and derived from the IV curves in Figure 4.4. A β equal to zero corresponds to
the switch in Figure 3.11 being open and capacitive compensation turned off.
The tracking efficiency is displayed in Figure 4.10b and calculated by dividing
the converter’s steady-state power by the true MPP power, at the respective
IPH . Tracking efficiency normalizes the performance of the converter over its
expected operating range.
Performance matches the expectations implied by Figure 3.8. At low β
values, the converter is stable but converges to non-MPP operating points due
to incorrect or ambiguous phase information. As β increases, the ambiguous
region of the IV curve narrows around the true MPP. Any compensation,
no matter how small, benefits the tracking efficiency. Larger values improve
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(a) Power vs. photogenerated current
(b) MPP tracking efficiency
Figure 4.10: RCC steady-state MPPT and tracking efficiency
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performance up to a limit. If β grows too large, the converter becomes
unstable as too much phase is added into the circuit.
A maximum tracking effectiveness of 99.0% was achieved at higher power
with a β of 3.4. Notice that tracking effectiveness is always inherently limited
by converter ripple: no switching power converter can achieve 100%. Poorer
tracking at lower power may be the result of decreased signal-to-noise in
the circuit, as the IV curve flattens and dV/dt, dP/dt shrink in magnitude.
Previous RCC work has seen a similar reduction in tracking effectiveness with
input power [39]. The digital potentiometer resolution may also contribute to
instability. Sequential increments in the 8-bit word that programs the digital
potentiometer cause larger changes in β as RDig becomes smaller than Rs.
This limits fine-tuning capability.
The β value will be converter dependent as the total compensation amounts
depends on relative gains throughout the compensation circuit. The inverting
buffer for the sensed current, the current-sense amplifier, and any voltage
gains will effect signal magnitudes before they reach the summing amplifier.
A tunable β is thus necessary for practical applications.
In Figure 4.11 the MPPT curves are repeated at two different load voltages
to ensure the converter is settling to the true MPPT. β is set to 3.4 for the
three trials. Without testing multiple load voltages, the converter could
simply, by chance, be converging to a duty ratio near MPP. When the load
voltage is fixed, a duty ratio change shifts the input voltage. The boost







where D is the converter’s duty ratio. The constant output voltage, VOUT ,
emulates the dc-link capacitor inherent to PV inverters, which is regulated
by the inverter to be within a desired ripple range [59]. The MPP voltage is
set by the panel and is independent of the converter.
The load change shifts the duty ratio at which MPPT occurs; however,
tracking efficiency remains consistent. Load voltage independence demon-
strates capacitive compensation is settling to the MPP. The greater than
100% tracking efficiency at low power is likely due to rounding and measure-
ment error. The resolutions of the load’s setpoint and the supply’s output
current are subject to small variations. However, inter-trial results are con-
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Figure 4.11: Tracking efficiency with different load voltages.
sistent.
Secondary factors will contribute to changes in panel capacitance, such
as temperature and degradation due to aging. The optimal β may change
during the day as the panel heats and cools and also throughout the life
of the array. A slow outer loop can perform a perturb and observe on the
values around the real-time optimal β, in order to update accordingly. The
converter has access to the analog power through the AD633 and/or can
digitally calculate power from the input voltage and current measurements.
Tracking efficiency was not overly sensitive to slight variations in β around
the optimal β in Figure 4.10b. As long as stability is achieved, a β in the
vicinity of the optimal value should achieve 98%+ tracking efficiency.
In the event of an unstable beta the converter would saturate typically
in the Voc region, at a low duty ratio. Proper RCC operations could be
recovered by turning off compensation (opening the switch) and allowing the
converter to resettle around the MPPT. Before closing the switch, the RDig
resistance was increased (decreased β) and the switch was closed. Recovery
was possible as long as the converter remained in continuous conduction
mode at its saturation limits.
A 15 minute segment of solar data is shown in Figure 4.12 with the con-
verter operating purely in MPPT. β is set to 3.4. The red line is the theo-
retical MPP data derived from Figure 4.4 and the command list sent to the
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Figure 4.12: Fifteen-minutes fed into PV emulator with RCC in MPPT
electronic load. The blue line is the measured voltage and current data from
the DMM. The measured data’s stairstep appearance is due to the update
interval on the electronic load. Commands are sent out every half-second to
update the emulated IPH and track the desired irradiance profile.
Time synchronization between the Agilents, Python interface, and elec-
tronic load is not perfectly periodic and measurements show lag in some
places and leading in others, as illustrated in the zoomed-in plots. However,
this is most likely timing jitter on the computer and Python program as the
offset does not increase throughout the time interval. The overall shape of
the MPP data remains consistent.
Synchronization issues add a noise component to the observed tracking
efficiency, which is displayed in Figure 4.13. When measurement data leads
the MPP, the tracking efficiency is overestimated and underestimated when
data lags the MPP. However, the steady-state tracking shows consistent 99%
efficiency in relatively stagnant periods, and worst-case efficiency through
the transients is 95%. A portion of the 5% lost is due to the lead/lag, so
the converter shows 95%+ tracking efficiency throughout the time interval.
Recall MPPT is typically a steady-state metric, yet RCC maintains 95%+
tracking efficiency through the transients.
The full day is shown in Figure 4.14. Scaled simulation data representing
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Figure 4.13: Converter tracking efficiency over 15 minute interval
the ideal output is shown in Figure 4.14a and the RCC MPPT from the PV
emulator is shown in Figure 4.14b. The same synchronization issues from
the 15-minute results appear in the full results. However, the goal of the
PV emulator is to be able to create a desired irradiance profile with similar
transient behavior. The results show good overlap. Energy output over the
entire interval is within 0.1% agreement between the ideal output and the
emulated output. Variability is also within 0.1% using the metric described
in Section 2.4.
4.7 Limited Power Point Tracking Current Slope
The limited power point tracker needs to estimate the shape of the PI curve in
order to choose a proper reference current, Iref . The slopes can be calculated
in real time to periodically update and store slope values for a given PMPP .
In Figure 4.15, a piecewise update function is performed to drive the panel
current to fixed current values. At each Iref , the voltage is measured and
the steady-state power is calculated. Alternatively, the RCC converter have
access to analog power through the AD633. Multiple data points allow a
slope calculation and a first-order approximation of the segments along the
PI curve.
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(a) Scaled simulation data
(b) PV emulator output
Figure 4.14: PV emulator RCC MPPT output vs. simulation data
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(a) VPV < VMPP
(b) VPV ≈ VMPP
(c) VPV > VMPP
Figure 4.15: Piecewise current step to measure PI slope
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The slope updating algorithm is shown for three different power levels. At
the highest level, voltage does not change noticeably, due to Iref staying in
the linear portion of the curve. On the two lower power levels, the higher
current setpoints begin to enter the nonlinear region of the PI curve. Current
references may not be reachable and the converter will transition back into
MPPT, as Γ goes to zero. If sequential data-points overlap, the converter
knows the setpoints were unreachable and can better establish the PI curve’s
linear and nonlinear sections.
The symmetrical staircase is intentionally redundant and demonstrates the
slope calculation is possible on either the upward or downward ramp. The
time spent at each Iref is also exaggerated here for illustrative purposes.
The panels already need to periodically check MPP and a slightly longer
transition could be used to both check MPP, as well as update the slope
values if necessary. A complete slope calculation is possible in less than 500
ms, at a given PMPP , and would not need to be updated as frequently as
MPP data.
Figure 4.16: Power-current values from PI sweep
Figure 4.16 shows the slope traces at ten different power levels. Data
points are attained using the stairstep method with a current sweep from
1 to 5 A. A 1 A step yields five data points per sweep or 6 points if 0W,
0A is included. Power and current pairs are extracted from the controller’s
ADC to ensure controller resolution is sufficient for LPPT. Tables 4.1 and
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4.2 summarize the data.
The columns on the tables are separated by PMPP and each column cor-
responds to a unique PI curve trace. Each row corresponds to a different
Iref value between 1 and 5 A. The sweeps cover almost 50% of the panel’s
nameplate power operating range. It is assumed that lower power setpoints
would be outside practical LPPT limits and the converter would be in MPPT
below 100 W. However, nothing is preventing additional curve traces at lower
power, if needed.
At lower power, current measurements diverge from their Iref values as the
setpoint becomes unreachable. The converter switches to MPPT and power
measurements in Table 4.1 overlap. Additionally at higher power a lower
duty limit dictates the minimum attainable current. A fixed duty limit was
used across all power levels to ensure CCM at lower power. At high power
there is a greater transient between PMPP and a low Pset. As such the widest
duty ratio operating range is at high PMPP , low Pset. Another way to think
of it is that, at high power, Voc is closer to the load voltage and the duty
ratio needs to drop further to operate near Voc. Nonetheless, the minimum
attainable Pset at 190 W is 70.2 W, which is below our 100 W cutoff for
LPPT.
Calculated slope values are displayed in Table 4.3. Slopes follow pre-
dictable patterns and decrease across and down the table. At low power
PI curves flatten and slopes decrease. Around PMPP slopes decrease towards
zero and become negative as the operating point moves into the Isc region of
the curve. Negative values have been removed from the table.
The predictable trends in slopes could reduce the necessary number of
sweeps. Instead of running additional measurements between existing sweeps,
points may be interpolated from the existing data. Power values in the ta-
bles are spaced at 10 W increments, but 5 W or smaller increments could be
calculated through simply averaging two adjacent sweeps.
The LPPT results for two different setpoints are shown in Figure 4.17 at
different IPH . One setpoint tracks a 145 W output and the other tracks a
115 W output. The MPP at each IPH is displayed as a dashed line. Each
time the MPP changes, the panel is operating along a new IV curve. The
update algorithm periodically checks MPP and recalculates Iref if PMPP has
changed. LPPT values displayed are after the converter has had one iteration
to update following a load change.
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Table 4.1: Power Measurements
PMPP
190 180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 100
Iref
1 70.2 61.8 48.4 42.2 42.4 41.8 41.0 40.9 40.5 40.2
2 86.3 85.6 85.0 84.6 83.4 83.0 81.5 81.1 80.3 78.8
3 126.3 125.8 124.2 122.6 121.2 119.7 117.8 116.0 110.6 95.9
4 163.7 161.6 159.2 156.1 151.0 135.1 124.7 115.5 105.2 95.5
5 192.3 181.3 164.2 154.8 144.7 134.3 125.2 115.4 105.6 95.5
Table 4.2: Current Measurements
PMPP
190 180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 100
Iref
1 1.78 1.58 1.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
3 2.99 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.86
4 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.99 3.70 3.40 3.14 2.87
5 5.00 5.00 4.78 4.49 4.23 3.99 3.68 3.39 3.13 2.85
Table 4.3: Calculated PI Slopes
PMPP
190 180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 100
Iref
1 – – – 42.23 42.42 41.86 41.11 40.86 40.52 40.27
2 43.12 42.81 42.51 42.39 40.97 41.12 40.38 40.27 39.72 38.45
3 40.24 40.18 39.08 37.96 37.72 36.77 36.29 34.85 30.27 19.88
4 37.12 35.75 35.09 33.52 29.88 15.54 9.92 – – –
5 28.68 19.70 6.43 – – – – – – –
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Figure 4.17: LPPT through MPP change
LPPT is consistent over the IPH range, provided the setpoint is reachable.
When the MPP passes through the setpoint, the converter switches into
MPPT to mitigate the transient. Lower setpoints have more headroom and
can maintain their setpoint over a wider load range, but at the expense of
power production.
4.8 PV Results
Two user-defined setpoint profiles are shown in Figure 4.18, when the MPP is
above the setpoint. The staircase profile in Figure 4.18a iterates between four
different constant power points. The setpoint in Figure 4.18b follows a sine
wave pattern with a 5 minute period. The arbitrary patterns demonstrate
a wide application field for PV implementing an LPPT, beyond reducing
variability. The predictability of the reduced power PV setpoint may be
attractive for certain applications. Load offsetting, reserves strategy, and
frequency regulation may all benefit more from a controllable reachable set-
point than a power maximizing array.
Seven days are selected from the irradiance database to run through the
PV emulator. The scaled data is displayed in Figure 4.19. The goal was
to select days which represented a full range of irradiance profiles. Day 1 is
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(a) Staircase setpoint
(b) Setpoint follows sine wave
Figure 4.18: Arbitrarily waveforms are attainable provided the setpoint is
reachable
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(a) Day 1 (b) Day 2
(c) Day 3 (d) Day4
(e) Day 5 (f) Day 6
(g) Day 7
Figure 4.19: Piecewise current step to measure PI slope
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the common example used throughout this work and shows a relatively calm
period in the morning with clouds during the afternoon. Days 2-5 display
profiles matching the clear sky shape, but with varying levels of sporadic
irradiance. Days 6 and 7 exhibit parallel features. Day 6 has heavy cloud
cover throughout the morning and early afternoon. Day 7 has heavy cloud
cover from midday until nighttime. Trivial days, such as days where it was
overcast throughout the day, were not selected. On these days the converter
would perform MPPT throughout the day as the 100 W minimum setpoint
would never be reachable.
Two different setpoint tracking types are tested across the selected days.
A fixed setpoint tries to track a constant power output throughout the day.
If PMPP drops below the setpoint, the converter operates in MPPT. When
PMPP increases once again, the converter switches back to LPPT.
The second tracking is following a moving-average of the PMPP data. The
setpoint is continuously updated throughout the day using a 10-minute mov-








where PMPP measurements are taken once every 10 seconds. Sixty 10-second
spaced measurements equal 10 minutes. The full summation is not performed
every iteration and Pset is updated using a ring buffer which is given as,




PMPP − PMPP [x]
)
(4.5)
PMPP [x] = PMPP (4.6)
where PMPP is the current measurement and PMPP [x] is the oldest value
stored in the buffer. The current measurement then replaces the oldest mea-
surement and x is incremented to the next oldest buffer value.
The PV moving-average setpoint should not be confused with the MPPT
array moving-average in Chapter 2. Here the PV tracks the moving-average,
not a combination of PV and ESS storage. The PV moving-average follows
the LPPT algorithm detailed in Chapter 2. During periods of high variability
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the setpoint decreases due to lower average PV output. Once cloud cover
moves away, the setpoint increases as the moving-average tracks closer to
PMPP .
Results for the selected days are summarized in Table 4.4. Figures for
each day and tracking type are referenced in the table. The energy and
variability metrics are normalized to the MPP data on each particular day.
Energy and variability are both maximized in MPPT, and MPPT results
would correspond to 100% for both metrics.
Table 4.4: PV Emulator Full-Day Results
Day Number Figure Ref. Tracking Type Energy (%) Variability (%)
1 4.20 Fixed 81.5 17.4
1 4.20 Fixed 94.1 44.7
1 4.22 Mov. Avg 90% 88.6 32.1
1 4.22 Mov. Avg 80% 83.4 19.5
2 4.23 Mov. Avg 90% 90.6 56.5
2 4.23 Mov. Avg 80% 81.4 49.9
3 4.24 Mov. Avg 90% 89.5 44.6
3 4.24 Mov. Avg 80% 82.1 16.3
4 4.21 Fixed 84.7 –
4 4.21 Fixed 93.9 –
4 4.25 Mov. Avg 90% 93.4 –
4 4.25 Mov. Avg 80% 86.0 –
5 4.26 Mov. Avg 90% 89.2 31.1
5 4.26 Mov. Avg 80% 84.1 20.9
6 4.27 Mov. Avg 90% 89.2 41.4
6 4.27 Mov. Avg 80% 84.5 30.0
7 4.28 Mov. Avg 90% 86.5 32.2
7 4.28 Mov. Avg 80% 82.7 23.3
The early morning and late afternoon/evening are omitted on some days
to speed up simulation time. These periods are below the desired setpoint
and the converter operates purely in MPPT. Instead the middle eight hours
of the day are emulated, which corresponds to the bulk of the daily power
production and variability. For comparison purposes, setpoint data is nor-
malized with the same period of MPPT data. For example, if 8 am to 6 pm
is emulated, the normalization period is also 8 am to 6 pm and not the full
day.
The two fixed setpoint results are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. Two
different fixed setpoints are run for each day (red and blue lines) and the
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ideal MPP data is shown in black. Day 1 results, in Figure 4.20, achieve
energy production of 94.1% and 81.5 %, respectively, for the two fixed set-
points. Variability is 44.7% and 17.4 %, respectively, for the same results. A
tradeoff of 5.9% energy production yielded a 55.3% variability reduction and
an 18.5% energy reduction yielded an 82.6% variability reduction. Emula-
tor results match our simulation results in that a small reduction in energy
production corresponds to a larger variability reduction. Energy produc-
tion is already significantly reduced during periods of high variability, due to
clouds constantly moving on and off the array. However, MPPT arrays chase
these power swings and inadvertently impose high degrees of variability for
relatively small energy gains.
The fixed setpoint in 4.21 provides no benefit in variability reduction due
to the MPP data already having negligible short-term variability. Energy
production is 93.9% and 84.7%, respectively, for the higher and lower Pset.
For energy production applications, basic day-ahead forecasting could be
used to differentiate clear days, such as Day 4, from days with expected
variability. The predictable headroom provided on clear days could also be
used for ancillary grid services such as frequency and voltage regulation as
well as part of a short-term reserves strategy. Headroom is determined by
sun position and can be computed down to sub-minute scales.
Moving average results are shown in Figure 4.22-4.28 for two different
trajectories. The moving average is calculated from the MPP data update
performed every 10 seconds. The red lines show a setpoint given by 90% MA
and the blue line 80% MA.
The setpoints show correct behavior. During clear periods the setpoint
rises toward MPP (black line) and falls during variable intervals. The set-
point is smooth and lacks the jaggedness of MPPT results. Variability mit-
igation is two-fold. The MA lags the MPP during the first half of the day
and creates a buffer between the MA and MPP. When the MPP experiences
smaller transients, in which the setpoint remains reachable, the setpoint ab-
sorbs most of the transient in the buffer. During the second half of the
day, after the sun has crossed its zenith, the lag component decreases the
buffer as the MA tracks a higher power output than MPP. If a 100% MA
algorithm were used, there would not be a buffer in the latter half the of the
day. When the MPP crosses through the setpoint the converter switches into
MPPT. The overall drop is reduced by the difference between the setpoint
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and the MPP, before the drop. The setpoint drops during variable periods,
so ensuing transients decrease even if MPP transients remain the same.
Results again demonstrate that a small energy reduction corresponds to a
much larger variability reduction. Some diminishing return is seen between
the 90% and 80% moving averages on respective days. The variability reduc-
tion from MPPT to 90% MA is much greater than the reduction from 90%
to 80%-MA. Completely mitigating variability with only the array setpoint
would likely lead to excess power loss. However, the setpoint variability is a
fraction of the MPPT variability and would require a smaller ESS to mitigate
most of the remaining variability.
Moving-averages are still reactive and do not anticipate cloud cover. If
a clear period is followed by a cloudy one, the setpoint ramps up during
the clear period. When the clouds arrive the setpoint is initially near MPP
and experiences a large first transient, such as in Figure 4.22 at 11 am. The
setpoint then ramps down due to variability. Forecasting could alleviate these
initial large transients.
Figure 4.20: Day 1 fixed setpoints
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Figure 4.21: Day 4 fixed setpoints
Figure 4.22: Day 1 moving-average setpoints
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Figure 4.23: Day 2 moving-average setpoints
Figure 4.24: Day 3 moving-average setpoints
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Figure 4.25: Day 4 moving-average setpoints
Figure 4.26: Day 5 moving-average setpoints
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Figure 4.27: Day 6 moving-average setpoints




Outdoor results are necessary to verify the PV emulator, in case the emulator
did not completely characterize the panel under real world conditions. Ca-
pacitive effects may be different when sunlight generates the photocurrent,
rather than the dc supply. A useful aspect of the emulator is the ability to
tune and design the analog circuitry inside the laboratory. The dv/dt and
dp/dt needed to be large enough to display acceptable signal-to-noise ratios,
without saturating the op amps. However, if indoor results yielded IV curves
different from outdoor results, gain terms for dv/dt and dp/dt would need
to be changed depending on the testing environment. Real-time tuning and
varying gain terms outdoors is significantly more tedious and difficult than
in a laboratory setting. The emulator usefulness would be severely limited.
The PV emulator and outdoor results showed good agreement and the
same converter and passive values were used for both applications. Analog
gain terms were equal as well. Outdoor results lacked many of the limitations
found in the PV emulator. The bandwidth of the sun under real world
conditions is much higher than the emulator bandwidth, which was limited
by the supply. With the dc-supply out of the loop, the actual converter
bandwidth could be investigated.
The outdoor setup is shown in Figure 5.1 and was placed on a section of
roof that did not receive structural shading during practical daylight hours
(around 8 am to 7 pm). Shading on the panel was due to overhead sources,
such as clouds and birds. The panel connected directly to the RCC boost
converter which was connected to a CV electronic load. Similar to the em-
ulator setup, a computer powered the TI launchpad and recorded PV input
power. Two Agilent DMMs performed the voltage and current measure-
ments. A PYTHON interface handled instrument communication and data
logging. Apart from the controller, analog and gate drive power was derived
from the PV input.
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Figure 5.1: Outdoor setup
5.1 MPP Tracking Efficiency
Quantifying MPP tracking efficiency is difficult outdoors due to the lack of
replicability, at any given time, of the sun’s instantaneous power output. In
order to perform accurate tracking efficiency calculations, a true MPP needs
to be measured during the same set of irradiance conditions. The sun natu-
rally moves through the sky altering incident irradiance on any fixed surfaced
over time. Additionally, any cloud cover, including translucent wispy clouds
(Figure 5.2), will impact the irradiance conditions.
Figure 5.2: Small clouds still affect irradiance conditions
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The tracking efficiency outdoors is calculated by switching between RCC
MPPT and an IV sweep every 10 seconds. The IV sweep is performed by
ramping the duty ratio up and down over a wide enough range to include the
true MPP. The duty ramp and switch to RCC, with compensation, is shown
in Figure 5.3. The green trace is the PV current and the purple trace is the
PV voltage. The sharp transition corresponds to the switch between RCC
and the duty ramp. The ramp was implemented into the control and linearly
increased the duty as a function of time, as opposed to manually changing
the duty ratio by hand. This ensured repeatable and consistent ramps were
imposed onto the systems.
The panel power output during the ramp and RCC is shown in Figure 5.4.
The double humps correspond to the up- and down-ramp as the operating
point passing through the MPP twice. The flat region corresponds to power
during RCC. The two pairs of humps on either side of the RCC region have
equal magnitudes and suggest the irradiance conditions were relatively con-
stant over the period. The maximum power during the ramp is 111.4 W and
RCC maximum is 108.4 W. A tracking efficiency of 97.3% is achieved.
Figure 5.3: IPV and VPV in RCC MPPT and duty ramp
Table 5.1 provides two additional MPPT measurements taken during rel-
atively calm periods. Tracking efficiency is between 97.3% and 99.1%. β
is 3.9 across the trials, which is higher than the 3.4 value used in the PV
emulator. Small variations between capacitive effects indoors and outdoors
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may exist. Higher power yields better tracking efficiency which matches PV
emulator results. Tests were performed across multiple days due to the lack
of consecutive clear periods on any given day and may account for the dis-
parity between the 97.9% and 97.3% results. The sweep method is imperfect
as well and introduces an error component if any irradiance change occurs
during the 10-second intervals.
Figure 5.4: PPV in RCC MPPT and duty ramp
Table 5.1: MPP Tracking Efficiency
PPV Ramp PPV RCC Tracking Eff. %
87.0 W 85.2 W 97.9%
111.4 W 108.4 W 97.3%
127.3 W 126.1 W 99.1%
5.2 LPPT Performance
The LPPT to MPPT transition is shown in Figure 5.5. Converter duty ra-
tio and the panel’s voltage and current are displayed. Compared to the PV
emulator in Figure 4.9, the physical panels exhibit a much higher bandwidth
than the constant-current supply. In the PV emulator setup, the RCC con-
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verter needed to wait on the dc-supply to settle before progressing. Under
real world conditions, the converter’s bandwidth can be explored.
Figure 5.5: LPPT to MPPT roundtrip transition
The transition time is divided into three different regions. The first region
switches from LPPT to MPPT, which is accomplished in around 5 ms. Next
the converter remains in MPPT until it completes its MPP voltage and cur-
rent measurement. Upon completing the update, the converter calculates a
new reference current for LPPT using the newly acquired PMPP data, the
desired Pref and the LUT table values. Finally the converter switches back
into LPPT and the complete roundtrip takes around 23 ms.
The physical panel does not display the overshoot and oscillations found
in the PV emulator when the converter switches from LPPT to MPPT. The
ripple on the panel is due to the converter switching action and the converter
never needs to fight against an external ripple source. A small undershoot is
seen when the converter switches back to LPPT from MPPT. The undershoot
is due to the PI integral accumulating error during the transition from MPPT
to LPPT. The error does not change in sign until the panel current reduces
below the reference current IREF and the integral begins shedding error. A
possible fix could zero out the integral sum the first time the panel crosses
the IREF and avoid the undershoot. However, the undershoot is relatively
moderate and not a significant detriment to the converter’s operation.
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A down-ramp while the converter is operating in LPPT is shown in Figure
5.6a. Before the ramp begins, the MPP is above the setpoint and the setpoint
is reachable. The ramp causes the instantaneous MPP to drop and the
setpoint becomes unreachable. In this scenario the contingency switch to
MPPT, discussed in Section 2.6, can be seen as the converter switches to
MPPT, to minimize the power ramp.
(a) Down-ramp
(b) PV IV profile
Figure 5.6: LPPT to MPPT during down-ramp
Figure 5.6b illustrates the IV transformation during a shading event. The
IREF on the initial highest irradiance curve sets LPP well into the panel’s Voc
region. Panel current ripple is large in this region due to the steepness of the
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curves. As irradiance drops, the curves shrink and IREF begins to approach
the MPP of the reduced IV curves. This causes the current ripple to drop
as the panel’s operating point moves out of the Voc region of the curve. The
decrease in current ripple is shown in Figure 5.6a where ripple magnitude
inversely follows the down-ramp.
The switch between LPPT and MPPT is automatic in the RCC implemen-
tation. As the current reference becomes unreachable, the Γ tuning integral
saturates negative. However, the DAC output is constrained to positive and
zero values and the beta term vanishes from (3.19). The converter is oper-
ating in RCC by the standard boost control law when Γ goes to zero.
An up-ramp is shown Figure 5.7 where the panel goes from a shaded state
to unshaded state, as the cloud moves off the panel. At extremely low power
the panel saturates at its upper duty limit to prevent an under-voltage lockout
on the analog circuitry. The MPP voltage at the low power state is below
the undervoltage limit. As irradiance increases, the current quickly rises
and the panel goes into an up-ramp. Rather than follow the transition to
the new MPP (and therefore maximize the ramp), the converter recognizes
the transition and switches back into LPPT. Normal LPPT then begins as
evidenced by the periodic MPPT checks.
Figure 5.7: MPPT to LPPT during up-ramp
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Cloud shape and density varies considerably, and shading is not always a
single transition from one state to the other. Clouds have “holes” and low
density areas which can cause rapid transients, as shown in Figure 5.8. As
the cloud moves across the sky, the sun is momentarily revealed and shaded
multiple times. With typical MPPT, the array would follow each transient
and impose multiple ramps onto the grid.
Figure 5.8b shows the converter response during one such scenario. The
panel current and voltage (with offset) are displayed in green and magenta,
respectively. The Γ gain for the LPPT integral is shown in blue. The panel
goes from a shaded to unshaded to shaded and finally back to an unshaded
state in less than 15 seconds. During that time the converter switches from
MPPT to LPPT, back to MPPT, and then settles in LPPT.
A limitation of the PV emulator is the inability to mimic the bypass diode
operation. Current sent to the panel is constant and uniform across the
submodules. No submodule mismatch occurs. In field tests, submodules will
experience mismatch on various timescales. When a cloud begins to shade
a panel, the shadow starts at one side of the panel and moves across the
surface. No matter the speed of the cloud, a momentary mismatch condition
arises when the shadow partially covers the panel.
The BP7180s is slightly atypical for commercial panels. The 72 cell panel
has 6 columns of cells with 12 cells per column. However, the panel has 6
individual submodules spaced in a 2x3 layout, when in portrait orientation.
Each submodule has a bypass diode for a total of six, which is greater than
typical commercial panels which have 2-4 submodules and 2-3 bypass diodes.
A low bandwidth MPPT will not be fast enough to react during the tran-
sient and will simply see a shaded and unshaded panel in steady-state. How-
ever, the RCC converter responds faster than the cloud transient. A 10 mph
cloud moves 14.7 feet/s and takes 180 ms to cover the 2.6 foot wide panel
or 30 ms to cover one column of cells. The RCC converter responds in less
than 5 ms and tracks the 30 ms transient.
Figure 5.9 shows bypass diode operation when the RCC is in MPPT. One
submodule is shaded in Figure 5.9a and two submodules are shaded in Figure
5.9b. Shading is performed by placing an index-card-sized object on one of
the submodule’s cells. The time of the transition is dictated by the time it
takes to place the object on the panel.
As the submodule is shaded, the current output of the panel begins to
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(a) Varying density cloud
(b) PV power
Figure 5.8: Cloud shapes may cause multiple transients from a single cloud
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(a) One diode conducts
(b) Two diodes conduct
Figure 5.9: Bypass diode operation during RCC
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drop off. Power falls off significantly as the overall panel current drops. The
sharp transition marks when the bypass diode turns on and bypasses the
shaded submodule. Once relieved of the underperforming submodule, the
panel current returns to the higher IMPP of the unshaded panels. Panel
voltage drops as the submodule is bypassed. Two submodules are bypassed
in Figure 5.9b and the voltage drops off twice as much.
Bypass diode operation may interrupt normal RCC operation. The sharp
transitions due to diode operation depart from the expected “smooth” IV
curve which RCC assumes. Diode operation also offers multiple local maxima
that the converter may be tricked into settling upon. Instability was not
observed in shading scenarios due to bypass diode operation. However, the
transient time may have increased due to the converter trying to follow the
multiple IV curves.
5.3 PV Results
Maximum power point tracking results are shown Figures 5.10 through 5.13,
along with selected sky images for one to two intervals for each day. The red
letters (A, B) provide the time of day at which each image was taken. On
clear days and intervals, the panel displays a smooth output and matches the
clear sky diurnal shape. During clouding periods, the panel tracks the MPP
through the transient. Transient speed and magnitude were day dependent.
On days with dense clouds, such as in Figure 5.10, panels alternated between
a high output above 140 W and a very low output below 40 W. The 100 W
ramp corresponds to over 50% of the panel nameplate power. Wispy clouds,
such as in the lower panel of 5.13b, caused irradiance transients, but lacked
the density to heavily shaded the panel. Transients from these cloud types
caused ramps around 25 W or a little over 25% of the panel’s nameplate
power.
Ramp distributions are shown in Figure 5.14. July 25th results were omit-
ted due to the low variability. July 24th and 27th had denser clouds and
ramps aggregated in the 5-10 second range. Shading on such days was more
on/off where the panel was either shaded or unshaded. July 31st had wispy
clouds in the latter half of the day which did not fully shade the panel. In-
tracloud variability was higher, and faster, smaller magnitude, ramps were
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imposed on the panel.
(a) MPPT power output
(b) Sky images
Figure 5.10: RCC MPPT, July 24
The LPPT step function is repeated outside with results displayed in Fig-
ure 5.15. Ten different current values are used to map the power-current
curve. Each step achieves a stable output at which voltage, current and
power measurements can be taken.
The outdoor results again perform better than the PV emulator. A 200 ms
sweep is shown in Figure 5.15a and a 100 ms sweep is shown in Figure 5.15a.
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(a) MPPT power output
(b) Sky Image
Figure 5.11: RCC MPPT, July 25
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(a) MPPT power output
(b) Sky images
Figure 5.12: RCC MPPT, July 30
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(a) MPPT power output
(b) Sky images









Figure 5.15: LPPT power-current sweep
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The sweeps are performed as a standalone task, but could be integrated into
periodic MPPT-LPPT checking.
The setpoint and estimate of PMPP are both derived from the raw data
measurements. As shown in Figure 5.16, the green line is the raw power
data collected by the DMMs. Data includes the output of the panel while
in LPPT (red line) and the output during MPP checks (green vertical bars).
The DMMs collect data at 20 Hz, and the MPP check takes 20 ms (50 Hz) to
complete. As such, the overlap between the DMM update window and the
MPP check varies with time. The global PMPP does not change significantly
during the displayed window, and varying green bar height is due to shifting
overlap. It should be noted that this is only a relic of the data acquisition.
The RCC converter settles on the true PMPP every time, as evidenced by
the constant setpoint. The black line, which estimates PMPP , is drawn by
connecting the highest peaks. When the converter switches into MPPT,
such as when the setpoint becomes unreachable, the black and red curves
join. The converter halts MPP checks while in MPPT mode and resumes
once the setpoint becomes reachable again. At that point, the red and black
curves diverge once again.
Figure 5.16: PMPP is estimated from raw data during MPP check window
Setpoint tracking results are shown in Figures 5.17 through 5.24. Sky im-
ages are provided to illustrate irradiance conditions on each day. Current
and voltage measurements were taken at roughly 20 Hz to capture all sky-
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induced transients. The red line provides the panel setpoint output through
the time interval. The black line provides an estimate of PMPP throughout
the day. The transients due to periodic MPP have been removed from set-
point for illustrative purposes. Previous analysis in Section 2.6 showed the
MPP check was independent of the cloud induced variability and induced
a small fractional variability on the system. Each check is performed once
every 10 seconds and takes 20 ms to complete the roundtrip.
Table 5.2 summarizes the LPPT energy and variability on each day. The
MPP envelope is used to normalize the energy and variability. The envelope is
not a perfect estimate of MPP, but should track it well enough for comparison
purposes.
Table 5.2: Outdoor Full-Day Results
Day Number Figure Ref. Tracking Type Energy (%) Variability (%)
June 28th 5.17 Fixed 73.1 73.9
July 2nd 5.18 Fixed 76.1 60.0
July 7th 5.19 Fixed 85.5 58.4
July 10th 5.20 Fixed 82.3 59.2
July 11th 5.21 Fixed 94.2 78.9
July 17th 5.22 Fixed 75.3 44.2
July 18th 5.23 Fixed 73.5 55.2
July 23rd 5.24 Fixed 76.9 40.8
Six hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.17a and was collected on June
28th. Pset was a constant power setpoint at 90 W. For most of the day, the
setpoint was reachable and the panel provided a steady predictable output.
Around 2 pm sporadic cloud cover moved in and PMPP fell below the setpoint.
Toward the late afternoon, the setpoint became permanently unreachable
and the converter spent the last 2 hours in MPPT. Energy production and
variability were 73.1% and 73.9%, respectively. The clouds in Figure 5.17b
are not thick dense clouds, but wispy clouds that only block a portion of
the irradiance. The MPP did vary throughout the day due to cloud cover,
but MPP rarely fell below the setpoint. The 90 W setpoint was too low and
excess power production was lost for no gain in variability reduction. A higher
setpoint would have provided a better energy-to-variability performance.
Seven hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.18a and was collected on July
2nd. The converter followed a constant 90 W setpoint. In the morning
the setpoint was initially unreachable and the converter operated in MPPT.
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Around 10:30 am the converter entered LPPT. The morning was relatively
clear and slightly overcast, as shown in Figure 5.18b (A). At 11 am the sky
became partially cloudy and the converter alternated between its setpoint
and MPPT when shaded. Up-ramps were properly mitigated and the power
never significantly overshot the setpoint. Cloud cover remained throughout
the day as displayed in Figure 5.18b (B) and (C). Energy production and
variability were 76.1% and 60.0%, respectively.
Six hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.19a and was collected on July
8th. The day was marked by heavy cloud cover which shaded the panel for
extended periods of time. The setpoint was reachable for just a fraction of the
day and the converter remained in MPPT almost as much as it was in LPPT.
Energy production and variability were 85.5% and 58.4%, respectively.
Seven hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.20a and was collected on July
10th. The deadtime around 12:30 pm was due to the computer restarting and
not converter related. The day was relatively clear other than small passing
clouds which momentarily shaded the panel. However, global irradiance was
high so even small clouds caused large power ramps. Setpoint was reachable
for most of the day until late afternoon when the sky became overcast (5.20b
(C)) and the sun started to set. Energy production and variability was 82.3%
and 59.2%, respectively.
Eight hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.21a and was collected on July
11th. On this day, the converter tracked a constant higher setpoint, which
was closer to the daily maximum. The setpoint was not reachable until
around 11 am when the sun has risen high enough in the sky. Tracking
closer to PMPP caused slightly more variance in the output. The converter
was likely in the nonlinear region of the PI curve, at the higher setpoint.
Cloud cover was present throughout the day. Scattered small clouds were
present in the morning and became heavy overcast skies around 1:30 pm. As
the day went on, heavy clouds yielded to overcast skies. The converter spent
most of the second half of the day in MPPT below the setpoint. Energy
production and variability were 94.2% and 78.9%, respectively. The setpoint
was high enough that the panel only lost around 6% energy production while
gaining a 21% reduction in variability. The high setpoint would be beneficial
in a system where variability has a small, but nonnegligible cost and energy
production remains the dominant economic factor.
Six hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.22a and was collected on July
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17th. The day has considerable cloud cover throughout the day and clouds
were always present. Variability was high and the lower setpoint achieved
an almost 56% variability reduction at a cost of 26.5% reduction in energy
production. Energy output over the day is low due to constant cloud cover,
but variability impact is high.
Six hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.23a and was collected on July
18th. The day was marked by cloudy periods around midday and late af-
ternoon with a relatively clear period in between. The fixed setpoint would
have performed better with a moving-average setpoint which tracked up-
wards during the clear period. However, energy production and variability
were 73.5 % and 55.2 %, respectively, and energy tradeoffs still provided a
larger reduction in variability.
Seven hours of data is displayed in Figure 5.24a and was collected on July
23th. Skies were overcast in the morning before clouds moved in around 1
pm. Scattered clouds stayed throughout day until 5 pm. Energy production
and variability were 76.9 % and 40.8 %, respectively.
Field tests verify our simulation and PV emulator results. On days with
a properly chosen setpoint, the panel can achieve a much better tradeoff of
energy variability reduction for energy production. As such, the setpoint
algorithm is competitive in systems beyond those where variability costs are
weighted the same as energy production. The fixed setpoints used here per-
formed differently depending on the setpoint level and the day’s variability.
Setpoints were chosen not beforehand using forecasting or prior knowledge,
but arbitrarily at the start of the time interval. Performance could have
been better on some days like June 28th, when the setpoint was too low.
In a practical system, it would be simple to update setpoint levels in the
































Figure 5.24: July 23rd LPPT results
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Variability concerns could become a limiting factor in the growth of solar.
If arrays are burdens to grid operation, utilities may impose capacity re-
strictions or penalize arrays with high variability. Maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) arrays inherently maximize variability, due to tracking the
sun’s instantaneous output. However, historical and practical considerations
view MPPT as a permanent array characteristic, even if detrimental. Vari-
ability mitigation strategies are limited if the array must operate at MPPT.
Either responsibility to adapt to increased variability is placed on grid side
operations, or a large energy storage system must be placed on the array to
absorb transients. Both solutions could, in the long term, be unfavorable for
the adoption of PV.
This thesis investigates whether an alternative method to MPPT provides
better performance in mitigating variability. An off-MPPT setpoint, known
as limited power point tracking (LPPT), added an additional degree of free-
dom to the system optimization. LPPT displays several challenges. The
setpoint does not have the top of the power curve to determine when it has
settled to the correct point. Additionally, the LPPT needs to know where
MPP is, in order to operate with an appropriate headroom.
Year-long simulations demonstrated the advantage of arrays unconstrained
by MPPT in addressing variability. An array which could reliably operate
at a limited power point outperformed an MPPT array whenever variability
was penalized. Optimal solutions favored control strategies which minimized
battery sizing while maximizing the battery utilization. Battery sizing was
dependent on power output, not energy capacity. In MPPT arrays, larger
power transients meant bigger batteries were needed to absorb the transient.
The LPPT reduced its setpoint during periods of high variability and in-
creased it during clear periods. Energy production during cloudy periods
is already reduced and tracking MPP imposes high variability for relatively
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small energy gains.
Irradiance forecasting and a controllable setpoint offer an added benefit
to solar arrays. Currently, forecasting allows services outside the array to
respond to future array production. However, very little utility is offered to
the array itself, if it operates purely in MPPT. With a controllable setpoint
the array may anticipate incoming cloud cover and react before variability
arrives. Similarly, if the array is moving from a variable period to a relatively
clear period it can increase its setpoint to maximize energy production. Sim-
ulations showed forecasting and an ESS complement one another. The ESS
helps buffer some of the uncertainty and error in forecasted values. On the
other hand, forecasting reduces the necessary ESS sizing as the array will
not experience sudden unexpected transients.
An MPPT-LPPT converter was developed to demonstrate reliable set-
point tracking. The converter built on existing ripple correlation control
strategies. RCC convergence time is tied to the converter’s switching fre-
quency. However, switching frequency has been limited to tens of kHz in
PV applications, due to well-known circuit parasitics. A faster convergence
speed was achieved by compensating for parasitic panel capacitances. Con-
vergence times improved to millisecond scales when the switching frequency
was increased to 100 kHz. A modified RCC algorithm was implemented
which allowed LPPT. The algorithm was simple enough that seamless trans-
fer between MPPT-LPPT was possible.
Results with a PV emulator confirmed the RCC converter could track
setpoint over a full day irradiance profile. The emulator utilized a physical
panel which incorporated parasitic components into the laboratory setup
and allowed testing of the capacitive compensation strategy. The emulator
recreated any irradiance profile, up to 2 Hz, and used real-world data to
reconstruct expected outdoor conditions. Emulators also provide replicable
profiles so control algorithms may be tested, modified and retested against
the same data over and over.
Outdoor results verified the PV emulator and ensured it properly incor-
porated high frequency PV characteristics. Emulator bandwidth limitations
were not present under real world conditions and the RCC converter band-
width could be fully explored.
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6.1 Future Work
A reliable setpoint opens many avenues in PV application beyond just power
production. On clear days the MPP is predictable and varies with the sun’s
movement. A consistent headroom is achieved over the middle daylight hours
which could be used for ancillary grid services, such as frequency and voltage
regulator, or short-term reserves. Basic forecasting can predict whether the
day or hours ahead will be clear or cloudy.
Wide geographic-area control could direct headroom from multiple arrays
toward a common purpose. For example, if 10 equally sized arrays each
operated with 10% headroom, there would be an array’s worth of power in
reserve. If one or two arrays become shaded, the unshaded arrays could offset
the transient by converting some of their headroom into power. On cloudier
days the headroom could be increased to meet expected transients. Geo-
graphic diversity is the conventional thinking that wide area solar adoption
will lead to regional smoothing effects. This may hold for energy production;
however, natural power transients will rarely offset one another except in the
rare case where two transients in opposite directions are perfectly synced.
With active control over the array’s output, geographic diversity benefits
could move into the power domain.
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